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The attached material represents the working papers from the
OAST Space Theme Workshop held at the Langley Research Center,
April 26-30, 1976, and contains a quick-look analysis of the
proceedings. The material is unedited and intended for further
use by the participants of the workshop and the planning elements of
NASA concerned with space mission research and technology. It
should be understood that the data do not represent official plans
or positions but are part of the process of evolving such plans and
positions.
Nearly 100 of the Agency's top technologists and scientists joined
with another 35 theme specialists to produce this wor::ing document -
a document that provides a technical foundation, including research
and technology base candidates, for each of the six space themes.
The material in this report is considered essential to the development
of Center initiatives in support of these themes. Copies of the report
will be made available to the Center Management Board and the
individuals at the Centers responsible for the FY'78 program planning
cycle. The timing of this planning activity has caused us to distribute
this document in this unedited form. Thus, it possibly contains errors,
hopefully, more of a typographical rather than a technological nature.
Nonetheless, the information contained is of a high professional level,
reflecting the efforts of the workshop participants and will be invaluable
to the planning and successful execution of the Agency's near- and far-
term advanced technology program.
Stanley R Sadin
OAST Space Theme Workshop
Chairman
NASA Headquarters
Study, Analysis, & Planning Office
Office of Aeronautics and
Space Technology
VOUINE III III A STATEMM
SENSMS (MS E-3)
In Summary the Sensor M6 finds the following with regard to:
Space Power - The sensor program would require new developments pertinent
z	 to instrumentation and calibration sensors in contrast to scientific sen-
sors. One example is solar spectrum measurements for calibrating solar
s	 radiation.
Search for Extraterrestrial Intelli gence - A new aspect of sensor tech-
nology requires the development of highly sophisticated receivers for
narrowband detection of microwave signals. In addition, sensors for
 automated stellar cataloging must be developed for a mapping data base.
Solar System Exploration - The current sensor program would be signifi-
cantly increased to respond to each need involved in the following
phases of the exploration of the solar system.
1) Exploration from Earth Orbit - An increase in the development of
large area solid state imaging arrays from ultraviolet to infrared.
2) Interplanetary Observation - An addition to the current program
involving a long focal plane telescope using large solid-state
imaging arrays from ultraviolet to infrared for synoptic
planetary observation. (No specific sensor needs were identified
for particles and fields sensors).
3) Sensing from Orbit - A new requirement was identified for high-
energy particle detection from planetary surfaces to help
characterize surface composition; new requirements in electro-
magnetic remote sensing were identified for visible, ultraviolet,
and infrared detectors, and several advanced spectrometers to
characterize planetary atmospheres and surfaces; and a need was
introduced for a gravitometer to measure the mass distribution
of the planets.
4) Atmospheric Probes - A new requirement was identified for an
s.
	 atmospheric distanalyzer.
5) Planetary In-Situ Surface Sensors - A need was identified for the
development of sensors for penetrometers; a number of in-situ
sensors were identified which require new technologies for surface
chemical analyses, life detection, spectroscopic and microscopic
analyses of surface soils, and meteorological measurements; and
d new advanced technology for sample selection, handling, packaging,
and return is recommended.
III III A-1
Global Service Systems - Three major areas were highlighted for support
of—tle—global service systems theme:
1) Development of advanced active and passive multi-application
sensors for measuring atmospheric temperature profiles, water
vapor, pressure, the presence of severe stroms, soil moisture,
and ocean surface characteristics.
2) Advanced multi-spectral scanners which exploit the use of solid-
state detectors to achieve improved resolution, sensitivity,
spectral range, and reliability in the ultraviolet to infrared
range.
3) Laser techniques to advance the state-of-the-art in atmospheric
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PAGE 1 OF z-
1. TITLE _ Ali w,mmt s—img
	
NO.	 n'.08,%;
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4 / 26 1 76
2. OBJECTIVE
Provide physical allignnent data for the assembly of large
lightweight strictures
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW ®, WILL BE LEVEL ® UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT – SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL © FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY 9 TE: —^
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM q LOW
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING ® OR
ENHANCING. HIGH q MEDIUM q LOW q
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY qX ANALYSIS FA] RESEARCH q
GRD TEST ® AIR CRAFT TEST [] SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) qX Flight Design	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 50K
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY None
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADV:%VCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Measurement accuracy within SOA. Technique to be applied must be




}SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I







THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4 / 27 / 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Measurement accuracy within SOA.	 Technique to be applied must be chosen.
A space flight qualified version must be developed.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS


































	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 1 OF —.
1. TITLE Earth Based Prrays of 100-Meter	
_ 




THEME / W.G. / TASK
---	 -- DATES_
2.OS.;ECTI VE
Improve signal-to-noise ratioioby increased gain of recce Ling antenna
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL. NOIN ®, WILL BE LEVEL S] UNDER EXISTINGPLANS.
b) Ri C?.11RED ADVANCEbi:: 11 T, -- SHOULD BE TECHNOLOG Y READY
AT LEVEL q FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE 8Y unl :1985
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH 0 MEDIUM ] LOW
(i) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCONIPLISIIrAENTS: ENABLING F] OR
ENHANCING: HIGH [X]
	 MEDIUM D	 LOW
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 
	 ANALYSIS © RESEARCH
GRD TEST 0 AIR CRAFT TEST	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST CJ
OTHFR (SNacily) 1-71 (Check oiie or mop _}
f} f,,,; f' BASE- CANDIDATE  funding level of 100K required FY 1978
4. CO,NPLE-i ,I NTA3V TECi-;N:_IL OGY A0VANC&v! = iur3 I;i .dtfliiFJFOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
5. SPECIFY TECHNEOLOGY ADVANCF^ ,I::i41 1' I; -QUi:;E0 TO
ACCO3A0'LISH NEED
There is no problem in building_ individual dishes with desired R_MS —
tolerances or scanning several hundred dishes with desired
	 -
mechanicalaccuracy. Hooking up these dishes and phasing them to
play properly is, how_ever,_a problem. Components such as transmission
lines, local oscillators, down converters, etc., must show high degree—
of stability.
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 2
TITLE	 Earth Based Arrays of 100 Meter Dish 	 NO.	 9/E-3/	 ZTHE.-.,c- i W_G. / TASK
Antennas
-	 DATE	 4 / 28/76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
—	
Build identical disc antennas and array 1000 togetherther to
increase gain of receiving antenna,
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
For earth based system, this technique seems to be the most
viable.
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIV".TIES (RTOP, OTHER)
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 1 OF Z
1. TITLE UV/Visible/IR Imaajag Ar ra y-c
	 NO. 10 j F-3 /
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4 /28f 76
2. OBJECTIVE To develop devices of high spacial resolution and broad
spectral coverage.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW Q. WILL BE LEVEL q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULC BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL q7 IjOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY GATE:
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH ® MEDIUM q LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING ® OR
ENHANCING: HIGH 0 MEDIUM q LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY a ANALYSIS q RESEARCH
GRD TEST q AIRCRAFT TEST q SPACEFLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USZ OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
1. ICCD for hard uV (200 - 2DDn
2. Solid state array -- 200 x 200
	 ( 2000 - 4000 9)
3. Large area. monolithic visual CCD
4. Optically mosaicked visual CCD's
5. Near IR area array
6. Thermal IR line array
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM Ne).1







THEME / W.G. / TASK
-	 DATE
	 / 8
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLp
AN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
1.	 Develop Imager frnm 200 to 2000 A
2.	 Develop Solid State Imager for 2000 to 4000
3.	 Develop Large Monolithic CCD Visual
	 Imager
4.	 0 tically Mosaicked Large	 moray
5.	 Near IR Area Array
6.	 Thermal Ir Line Array
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
None
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO.1
PAGE 1 OF 3
t. TITLE Advanced Mir
-
	ve Sounding Rad;nmetgge 	 NO.	 F a
(Near-Nadir and Limbl THEME / W.G. / T SK
GATE 4 /_L6,,  76
2. OBJECTIVE
	To provide near-all weather —high Spati &j reseleR-- atmospheric	 —
sensing capability for temperature and water vapor profilinq from
geosynchronous orbit and stratosphere
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW ©. WILL BE LEVEL ® UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL © FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE:
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM (_! LOW q
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING E) OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q MEDIUM q LOW q
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 53 ANALYSIS ® RESEARCH qX
GRD TEST Xq AIRCRAFT TEST	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASF CANDIDATE 50 6-20-26 Millimeter Wave Component dPVatnn^r ( 40 K
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY The required radiometric receivers (h* eff;oie c
at 60 to 1000 GHz involve development ofcnmpnnPnt q , A	 mixer, local 066illax
Multipliers. Large mechanically cranne_ d (^ are required with inemenbui,
rnMpPnqatinn-
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Weighting functions, and data analysis al^corithms . need to be develgped and deP n
Complementary operation ►pith a multichannel TR rad iometer
-Ate-	 -4mpmv
Dicke switch and correlation
	 r
was initiated under AAFE for fregh n Lpa below_300 GH7 The maximum seAsit4v4t
occurs near 1 THz. To operate efficiently at 1 TH _ better mixer multip 	 s a
quasi-optical devices mUgt be deyelnn_1he re sultant reGeiver n0 se temper t r
also be kept to less than 10,0000
 K in order-for these
_submi.l_	 o o
an advantage over in frared instruments









SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF






4 / 28/ 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Perform ART/SRT for 1980-90 missions (Stormsat, shuttle) define, study. develo
for 1985 and 1990 missions, carry-out ART/SR
-1 in areas of science. weig tine f
receivers, components- feed-., antpnna. momentum compensation nn-hoar& processi
inversion, required to arhieva hiighar! _
ground demonstration of tnChpiques_
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
Mixer, multiplier development initiated under UPN 506 and AA_FE microwave limb
directly relevant to stormsat and SFOS_
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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PAGE 3 OF	 3
1. TITLE	 Advanced Microwave Sounding Radiometers r;O_	 111E-3	 sl
(Bear Nadir and Limb)	 THEME !'*V G_ / TASK
—	 --	
----- DATE d , 26 T6 -
1	 CONTINUA ;0N 11 11 T eANI)
31o,:lc T:o.
I
will be required (13,000 waveler.-iths). The abilit y to 'Fabricate and
mainta in ra diometers to the requ ires tol erance i n orbit is a serious
ques tion. Devel opment of electronically sc anned arms would be desirable_
since mechanica l scanningof_thf, IaTP aperture- it difficult Tucm xemm
in oscillator and mixer pe 7 formance extending to 1000 Gwz is needed  to
i	
provide reliable radiome ter systems. Balanced gallium arsen i de
`	 barrier mixers, gunn oscillators, and varactor multipliers mus t be jeveloped
1	
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF 3
TITLE	
Multi-Frequency Microwave Imaging Radiometer
	 NO.	 11	 E-3
THEME / W.G. / TASK
--	 —	 DATE	 4 / 28 / 76
6. RECOMMEMD_D APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
(1) Study alternate approaches for AMEMIR systems with high resolutions
	 (1-10 Km
(2) Develop microprocessor controlled low noise radiometer systems 1-300 GHz
(3) :ly aircraft missions with sets of systems and develop algorithms
(4) Develop 1-10 Km resolution shuttle MF_MR system fo, demonstration  experiments
(5) Develop free flyer MFMIR system with limited free_ cnvarage (1 w nrhit)	 I
(6) Exrend frequency coverage and resolution to synchronous systems - fly missio
?,ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Parabolic torus with mechanically scanned
feeds; mechanically scanned multiple reflector; mechanical and phased array cyst
in	
--bination; synchronous vs low orbit;
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
SMmR on Nimbus G and SFASAT- A,^SIMSS and ornposed SSMR for chuttla_,_ESMR nn Nimbu
5 and 6, CV990 and WRB-57
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
Pi,GE 1 OF Z
1. TITLE Planetary Surface Chemical Analyses by	 NO.	 1-10	 3E
Alpha-particle, gamma-ray and x-ray spectrometry 	 THEME/ W.G./TASK
DATE 4 / 28 16
2. OBJECTIVE
Develop methods of spectrometric analysis for planetary surface study.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW [R5 WILL BE LEVEL ® 5UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL 7q FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE:
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM q LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING © OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY D ANALYSIS qx RESEARCH qx
GRID TEST q AIR CRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 250K
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
Solid state detector with greater resolution and sensitivity.
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
1. Further develop technique and instrumentation of chemical analysis of
solid surfaces by backscattering of alpha-particles from artifical
radioactive source. Improve sensitivity, resolution, and extend
capability to light elements.
2. Develop instrumentation for surface in-situ chemical analysis utiliz-
ing gamma and X-rayemissions in uce on planetary surfaces by corm,(—
rays and energetic electromagnetic radiation.
3. Develop technique of remote activation analysis by means of a thermal
neutron source.
3
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 Z
TITLE	 Surface Chemical	 Analysis by Alpha-Particle,	 No.	 10	 3E
gamma-ray an	 -ray s pec rare ry.	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
—	 DATE	 4 / 28 / 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Development of flight qualified hardware, which can be used on
planetary Landers and penetrometers.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
None
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
_Post Viking	 studies by OSS.
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
























SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF — 7 -
1.TITLE - Balloon Antenna 3 - 5 km Diameter	 NO.	 9/r-3
THEME / W.G.
DATE 4 /_4 1, 16
2.OBJECTIVE	 Spherical (half-alluminized) reflector antenna
C3 3.NEED ANALYSISM
EL	 UNDER EXISTING a) LEVEL NOW Ffl, WILL BE LEVc PLANS.
h) R L OU I R F D A DVAiNCEM E '\jT —SHOU L D  11, E TE C1 I.NJOLOCY R EADY
AT LE - L IT ] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM, US-,. BY ^U4f 1990- V' U3
c) RISI\' IN ACHiEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH	 MEDIUM	 L 0 V1 F
t	 d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCUi\,1P1 ..ISI-IN`i FNTS:	 ENABLING	 OR
LNI HANI CING:	 HIGH	 MED!UM	 LOW
TASKS NEEI)EI, . STUDY LX] ANALYSIS [X] R E SE 1-1 R C I I
GR 1) TEST J	 AI R C 13 A F T TEST r	 IS I 1 A C F I I ci , I T - r c S F L
OTHER (Specitc y) q 	 (Check one or vriora)
f) Re:4 - F BAS E CANOIDA-1 E
4.CON1PL E?. 1 i__i\JTA -iY Tf_7P.Hf\10 :_OC;Y AUVA 1\XF.;1oi2Nr3 R*-_i:_,-!jiRF_0
USE
	 TI	 -1y structure rigid
C5 5.SPECI': Y TF,:!-1N()LL),3Y ADVAN(.E,m_L: i',-J1"	 TO
NE':0
(1) Space assemblY to high degree of accuracy
(2) Free flying antenna feed-
3 Meteoroid penetration re air_techniques
(4) Inflation technioues
Ll





THEME / W.G. / TASK
---	 --	 DATE	 4 /28 /76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Examine experience on Echo program.	 Investigate in orbit assembly—_
techniques.
	 Study thermal	 control	 problems.
	 Investigate feed movement 
thruster interaction.
	 Building 0.51(m Dia model
	 for low earth orbit test_
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	 Rigid Antennas
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF 2
1. TITLE _Charge State Measurement 	 N0. _08,07 / E3	 g
THEME / W.G. / TASK
---	 --- --	 DATE 4 /26 1 76
2. OBJECTIVE
--	 netermine _charge cr a te of storage  —
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW q , WILL BE LEVEL U UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REOUIRED ADVANCEMENT — S::!)ULD BE TECHNOLOG Y nrADY
AT LEVEL 7q FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE B V ATELj_ 6_]
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM U LOW qX
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING nX OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q 	 MEDIUM q 	 L014 q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS qX RESEARCH q
GRD TEST q At  CRAFT TEST q SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0
07HER (Specify) 0 Rework for future requirements (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECIfl11OLCGY ADVAN - -MEN I'S REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY	 None




present flight design for higher currents._ _	 —
ii
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED
	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF Z—
TITLE Charge State Measurement 	 _ _	 NO.	 08,07/E3/
THEME / W.G. / TASK
-- --	 —	 -- —	 -- --- —	
DATE
	
4 / 28 / 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Rework present flight design for higher currents.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS	 Design new instrument.
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY HEED 	 FORM NO.
PAGE 1 OF Z
1. TITLE Radiation_ Dosage Meter 	 NO, 07,08L3
THEME / W.G. /TASK
- ---	 --	 —	
DATE - 4 /26 ;--76
2. OBJECTIVE Provide information to correlate solar cell performance with
expected degradation from cumulative radiation. Provides warning of
anu uhing end of -
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW q , WILL BE LEVEL L4]
 
UNDER EXISTiNG PLANS.
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL q7 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY [QA TE_1980
c) RISK IN ACHIEVI1dG ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM q LOW 0
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW
O TASKS NEEDED: STUi)Y L^J ANALYSIS 0 RESFARCII lJ
GRD TES i E0 AIRCRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT T FS T Xq
OTHER (Specify) qx Flight Design	 _(Check on` or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 	 $20 0K
4. CONiPI-Li:iEN (l, Y - i EC:I.N101-OGY ADVA,'JCE;', ,1ENTG R'EQU1;-iED FOR
USE OF TI-j1STE(,'II.JOL0Gy None
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT IEQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH i NEED
Develop f	 t uq al ified of measuring equipment that is well within_
the SOA.	
-- - --------
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I
PAGE 20F_2^±_
TITLE	 Radiation Dosage Meter NO.	 08,07/E3
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4	 / 27 1 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPRCACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMa LISH NEED
Choose most applicable_c: • ounu oaseu te.tinology and de.elyd fliynL
qualified meter.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACH ES!OPTIONS Don't use.
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF 2
1. TITLE Development of Large Parabolic To,-us 	 NO.	 g/E"l	 /O
Antenna
	
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4 / 28; 76
Z. OOjECTIVE
To build a reflector ante) which ^t^_ili^ac a cimnlP FPP/I desigp for
scanning
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW 05 WILL BE LEVEL 07 UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL 07 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY OAT[: 1°95
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM [T
	
LOW
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING U OR
ENHANCING: HIGH 0	 MEDIUM []	 LOW LJ
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY	 ANALYSIS	 RESEARCH
GRD TEST FX^ 	 AIRCRAFT TEST	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Specify) n
	
( C h eck o ne or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY	 Spherica l
 reflectors utilizing line source
feed
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REOUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
A breadboard model has been developed to accommodate feeds for
microwave radiometers for earth viewing experiments from space.
Undoubtedly, this configuration will fly from space in a scanning mode.





SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 Z-
TITLE	 Development of Large Parabolic Torus Antenna
	 NO.	 9 i E-3	 D
THEME / W.G. / TASK
---	 —	 DATE
	
4 / 28 / 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
_ Utilize the on-going research in earth viewing microwave_ radiometers
to obtain optimum design. 	 When the configuration is acceptable from
the electrical_ standpoint, attack the structural problem of constructing
a large array.	 Also flight test 3m 	 dish in shuttle with microwave
radiometers.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
Large spherical	 reflector with adaptive line source feed, or array
of link source feeds.
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)








Design of 3m dish S ut le tei t
Fab, 3m dish
Design of 3km dis
El aace es s in
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF Z
1. TITLE C ollection Ca pa bilities f or Remote	 NO.	 1-10	 E-3 11
	Sample Return	 THEME / W.G. /TASK
	
- -'—	 DATE	 4 / 28; 76
2. OBJECTIVE
	 Develop capability to selectively collect material on
surface of planetary body.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW q1 , WILL BE LEVEL 1q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REQUIRED `1DVA?_'CEMENT – SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL U FOH OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY PATE g$ - 86
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ACJANCEMENT:
HIGH I]	 MEDIUM 0	 LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING © OR
ENHANCING. HIGH x0
	
MED!UM q 	 LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED. STUDY	 ANALYSISxq RESEARCH xq
GRD TEST q AIR CRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) q
	
(Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CAPJD!DATE	 300K
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
The following specific requirements are needed:
a. Bulk soil collection
b. Sieving capabilities, e.g., particle size selection of (0.2 - 2 an)
c. Coring device
d. Separate atmosphere sample
e. Rover capability for sample collection
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM ?SO- I
PAGE 2 OF Z
TITLE






= ; 27 7 7£
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/FROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMP I.lSH NEED
SRBT required to develo p
 technology and equiprent req.:ired to svpr-ort
collection, protection and containator prevention of sample.
	 !reed
methods of collecting bulk sanple, sieve sanple, core sample, atmospher.ic
sample and Rover capabilities.
	 Rover should have limited analysis and
collection capabilities.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONIS
OSS has supported oreliminar_v Post Viking stidies - SRAT i_ .nor required
to develop technoloay.
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER;
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY_
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PAGE 1 OF 2-
1L TITLE3^ ^ -nom - - ^^ 1 ^^'_ _	 NO. 10/£-3.'j / A
THEME J W_G /TASK
- —	 —	 — DATE + • 28 . 75
2. CSJEC71Yt
J=,..' Z" t't gwrm tr.- -r-y-2%-Z r
-5 - aib _part i cl --q (aerosols),
^IfC'.L2^' 3ZL'^ ir^ K^ '_^.3'Y:2^1' 2'^7RSa^S1C L^ISL.
ANAL'* i3S
ai LEVEL NCO (D - MLL BE LEVEL L:J UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
V IF LKARED ADVA dCZW %T - SHOULD  BE TEC:-INCLOGY READY
AT LE - L:J FOR C`PS RAT IONAL SYSTEM USE BY naT^- 19
to RsK IN ACfalmwis ADVAA'CEVENT.-
MGtl C] MEDIUM F LOW
1	 rCRl7X^,LITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHUENTS ENABLING © OR
1	 EXft^790NG. HIGH 0 MEDIUM C] LOW
tr i kSl .S !►£EDFD STUDY 7 AXALYS!S ►] RESEARCH
:,iP TEST 0 Ali+ CRAFT TEST Q SP ACE FLIGHT TEST
OT+;ER cSpec+► 	 IC'' - o o. -ore,
4 COW-LEVENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
LtS-z
 OF THES T 34VOLOGY
Sze ^ Z*_SZ Ana] .sis ac>d CrnQzzssum
3 SPf0FY TECtftOLC%GV ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACMVPLiSh !SEED
'_	 ^.elw a'L^lrsn '3ec ' (e .g-, laser zapper) and
a broad z , ri¢rsveec sass analyzer. Hmt di.fi.-cult oroblen is cornet
b&=--se of high input velocity. —
	
-	 —






fSPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF _j,_
TITLE
	 Small	 Pa^ticle (Dust) Composition Analyzer
	 NO.	 in I E-3 /	 11
THEME / W.G. / TASK
- -	 DATE
	 4	 / 28/	 7
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
1.	 Select candidate decomposers
_2.	 Select candidate analyzers
3.	 Perform component tests
4.	 Design Instrument__
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF 2
1. TITLE Microwave Pre s s ure Senor	 NO. 1 , 11 /E-3/	 1 3
THEME / W.G. / TASK
['ATE	 4 / 26 76
2. OBJECTIVE
To provide a global surface prinssilre sensor from low earth 01bit at dy!
accuracy of 1.5 mb. (0-15 percent)
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW1q , WILL BE LEVEL q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REOUIRED ADVANCEMENT – SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL q FOR OPERA1IONAL SYSTEM USE BY D ATE: 1982
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM LXJ	 LOW q
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDYXq ANALYSIS ® RESEARCH
GRD TEST q AIR CRAFT TEST ®	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (C h ec k one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE New (300K)
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Development of 600 MHz bandwidth radar altimeter
for improved ac Crary advanced sy;
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
A two spacecraft pressure sensinn technigue_is under stud}! (=. Pre._liminar
results indica _te that 3_mB aruiracr_c" be_,ic hi-ey dwith 1n0Hz—sea,,a-t—A—typ
altirrreterS. Trts gatlopf	 id—scattering uncertainties may limit the accura









SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FOF M NO. 1
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE	 Microw,	 ^ Pressure Sensor
	 NO.	 11	 F - 13
THEME / W.G. / TASK
—	 DATE	 4 / 27/16
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Complete study of dual spacecraft system (accuracy = 3 mb) based on seasat-A
radar altimeter.	 Design shuttle exp't,de llooying daughter cnacacraft frnm
Spacelab.	 Use results Qf spacelab exo't to design/fly dualS/C frep f:Tar.
Develop sub5yatems for 1 mb accuracy ;yctam_
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS A multi-channel 53 GHz transmissometer ra
suggested by Peckham (Watt-Heriot Univ, active M14 wkshoo) proposed for 1978
is an alternate candidate approach. 	 Dual frequency 53 GHz transmitter/recei
develuument Will	 he reoulred.
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
Feasibility study initiated under 175 UPN in FY-76
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF
1. TITLE Multi-Function	 _	 NO. 11	 E-3
Multi-Frequency Multi-Polarization
	
THEME / W.G. / TASK
Microwave Radar
	 DATE	 4 / 26,' 76
2.OBJECTIVE
	
To combine in a single cencnr multiple mod ca pabil ity 	e ,
radar scatterometer and imaging radar for multi-diccinline free fly arc (land,
oceans, ice)
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW ©, WILL BE LEVEL N UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL © FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY PATE: 1983
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM © LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH ®
	
MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY ® ANALYSIS © RESEARCH q
GRD TEST q AIRCRAFT TEST	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q(
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE New (500K)
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECPNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Data handling t_ Pchn_i_qPjec for very high ratans a 




selection is definitely required for real-time applications.
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
An integrated active serfr__Qf_this class is ter nically feasible but
	
Tre
development of multiplexed exciter asLd_signalnrncPCtnr functions Mu lti-
frequency radar systems that are_calibratible ane Re
-Pd-ed -sD--that accuratennw
vs time measurements can be made. _Antenna characteristics must be accurately
known so that all microwave information can be correlated with the scene and
the other more conventional wavelenths. Co-registration with advanrpd multi-
spectral V/IR scanners with improved sensing__ biltty.—Precis-iert-ealibratien
is needed for accurate radar cross sPction_determinati0n
	 —







Multi-Polarization Microwave Radar 	
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4 / 27 / 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
(1) Perform study to define sensor meeting earth/ocean a pplications needs (2) RT
critical	 subsystems
	 (3)Develop and fly on shuttle sensor elements
mode_ operation.
	 (4) Develop techniques for on-board processing to obtain ncpan .
pattern analysis, radar cross section, altitude.(5)Develop free flyer sensor
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8. CURRENT /PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
EASAT-A,
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF Z
1.TITLE High Resolution Imaging Spectrometer
	 NO. 10	 E 	 1I
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4 /26 ; 76
2.OBJECTIVE
To permit selectable spectral filtering for multiple pushbroon
imager
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW 0, WILL BE LEVEL Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
WiEQUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL Q FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY F AT81982^




d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING © OR
ENHANCING: HIGH []
	
MEDIUM q 	 LOW
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY ® ANALYSIS
	 RESEARCH
GRD TEST f-]	 AIRCRAFT TEST	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST.
OTHER (Specify) 0	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
1. Imaging spectrometer
2. Area imaging arrays from near UV to near IR
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 Z
TITLE	




THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE
	 /	 8/	 7'
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
1.	 Perform Con ceptual	 Design and MTF Analysis
2 ` Detailed nptiral Design
3.	 Spectrometer F ab and Test
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF L _




THEME / W.G. / TASK







-%I . WILL BE LEVEL S UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL © FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY ^[i ATE: 19T5]
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH[K) 	q LOW q
d)CRI -FICALITY TO TI-IE ACCOMPLISHP,lENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH qi	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
0 TASKS NEEDED: STUDY Xq ANALYSIS ® RESEARCH
GRD - FEST q AIR CRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Sh>cify) q 	 (Check one or m ore)
f) R&T CASE CANDIDATE 	 250K in FY78
/. COP,!PLEPilEi^1TAnY'FECF!iNIOLOGY ADVANCEh1ENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE 0:= - PHIS TECHNOLOGY	 —_- -	 -	 ^---
5. SPECIFY 1'ECII,%OLOGY ADVANCEMENI REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 Z
TITLE	 Gi ga Channel
	 (10 9
 ) Spectrum Analyzer	 NO. !f 09	 E'3
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATES_/ 28/
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Build 10 6 Mu lti Channel Spectrum Analyzer and build a -ranabY ili a_
gradually for 109
 MCSA capability by 1 986_
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY





i mulla tl 	 _
Construction
10 9 Prelim. Desi	 n
109 Module Test
0	 SA	 onstruc
l om n and test




1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 4
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1.TITLE - Sklar Spectrum  Measurement 	 N0.08.07 _ _E3_
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4 / _26 176
2.OBJECTIVE
information _to- rnrr p l&te__expc_ted__solam cell
M_ 	 performance with actual incident solar irradiation in the IR to Uv
T:ED
;j) LEVEL NU.-V 07
 1IJILL BE LEVEL r7l UNDER EXISTING PLANTS.
`TECHNOLOGY READY- EMENT — SHOULD BEb)REOLIM D ADVANC NTE
A	 F (= 013 OPEC ^IAT! ONAL SYSTEPA USE BY LD.j:F^:,,:T I.EVE L 7] f
c)RISK IN ACI-I'll-VING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH L]	 rl E D I LINI q 	 LMIJ ]
(1) C ( 11 1T I C A L I - F Y -1 0  T I iL:. A CC 0 ej) P L I S H PA E N I S:	 UNIA[ILINGF-I ol
ENHAIN!UNG:	 I IIGI I [— I	 PAIEDI'Ll,'%1 L]	 i-ovi FX
TA^KS INK:
 E D D: STUD q AN.,y LYS!S	 RESEARCH q
	
r - i EST Lj A I R C RAFT    I - E S f Ll	 SPACEFLIGHTTFS' 0i D T
OTHEN, __)^^tqrk fc^r _a p l ication	 one o;- inot
f)	 CANDII)ATi-.
r I ..	 4 C 0	 L	 IT A.",	 i	 U V., .fl C E	 I I C L I i - I D 11.	
^^
u l.c 0- I' lill-S,	 None_
Sp;





SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 O Z
TITLE	 Solar Spectrum Measurement	 NO.	 07,08 /E3
THEME / W.G. / TASK
—	 DATE	 4 / 27 /	 76
6. FECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Rework present flight instrumentation to suit application.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	 Dont use.
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 1 OF
1. TITLE PnrtahlP Hazard Warninq Ne ter_tor fn^or--- NO. 07+08/ F3
Microwave and LASER Beams	 THEME / W.G. /TASK
DATE	 4 /28; 76
2. OBJECTIVE
Provide warning of hazardous radiatina in -	 SE-R--
regions for astronaut protection.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW ®, WILL BE LEVEL Fil UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY [DATE: 1985
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH r-^
	
MEDIUM ©	 LOW 0
d; CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING[] OR
ENHANCING: HIGH [ 	 MEDIUM F
	
LOW R
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY QX ANALYSIS	 RESEARCH 0






(Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 	 200K
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY	 None
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Low ogwer, liqht weight LASER and microwave detection cencnrs and
electronics. Packaging and placement of detector such as to not








SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM MO. 1
PAGE 2 OF 2-
TITLE	 Portable Hazard Warning Detector for
	
NO.07.08/ E3
THEME / W.G. / TASKMicrowave and LASER Beams
DATE	 728
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Study hazard and define detection requirements_
Analyze detector pV!-_ical_confi4uration.
Research human interface techniques.
Develop integrated detector, analyzer and warning sys:ei!
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Accept risk of microwave cr LASER	 I
exposure and drop hazard warning requirement.
8. CLIRRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES ;RTOP, OTHER)
Inne--
















.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 is
j
FUNDING (106$)







SPACZ t .'. 	 NEED	 FORM NO. I 1
PAGE I OF Z
7. TITLE Lug !i015° N1C+'?M'.yp- kPfPl rQr:	 NO.	 /C_	 /
HCME ! W.G. / TASK




a) LEVE_ NOW 
a: 
WILL BE LEVEL S UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REQUIRED AD\ ANCEMENT - SHOO LD BE TECHNOLOGY F --ADY
AT LEVEL 077 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY GATE: —^
c) RISK IN ..CHIEViNG ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH 0 MEDIUM J LOW
	
d1 CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING	 OR
ENHANC!NG: HIGH E	 MEDIUM [] 	 LOW
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY IE] ANALYSIS E] RESEARCH LD`'
GRD TEST Q AIRCRA F T TEST	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST Q
OTHER (SpeciflY)
	
(Check one or more)
fi: &T BASE CANDIDATE	 XY 7 f	 300
G COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
'jSE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
5 - FECIFI' TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
AC-OMPLISH NEED
(1) MASER 8 MASER component improvements from
-
E-10 Kelvin to 2 Kelvin,
(?I Improved ba ldwi th to _LO GHQ
(3) Investigation of alternative receivers such as Josephenscr. junction
_ - detectors. ---
_	
—	 ,—_-- --	 --
oPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF _.
TITLE	 Low Noise Microwave Receivers 
	
N0.-A,,_V,-3
,rHI.ME / W.G. / TASK
--	 DATE	 4 /28/  76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Improve MASERS and associated components (such as circulators) to reduce_
receiver noise from 5 - 10 Kelvin to 2 Kelvin.
	 Also extend bandwidth in
travelling wave MASERS to 1.0 GHZ;, while lowering the noise.__Im
	 QT 
_fabrication techniiques_ for su^erconductin9 junctions.__
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
None	
- -	 - — --	 -	 ---
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY













2 2 4 4 4 4 2
4 4 4 4 6 4 2
_
FUNDING (106$)
INHOUSE 1 .1 .2 .2 .2 .2 .1
CONTRACT_
.2 .2 2 2 .3 .2 .1
Y ::'r\'•:i: 1':Lili`:U_liCil'Ei;:!)
	
^	 FUE{ul f•1n. I
	
1	 PAC,F 1 OF' Z -
1. l I L': - 
Penetrator Sensor Development-	 _	 NO. 1C/E-3/2.p____._.__
I






! 0"i- ' EV ''	 Develop sensors which reasonably can fit within a penetrator
payload,	 -	 - --
ti) 1 EVE  rJQ!'! ^^^, 1'rll_I. 11 I_ENFL ^-^ UNOI- ( E:XISI IiJ( - i
 I l i Fri`;,^>.
h) 1;i-011lliCD
	 f --- Si 101, 	 CE: I EG IiJ(7!_OGY i:Fi1!)Y
AT L1=Vi:1. [6^ 1 t^!{ U:'tc;i:^^7I:)hJ.^l_ L^1'Si!_P.i U;iE: I;1' n:,1c1986
	
i	 c) 111:.:; IiJ /\tallcVli^u 1\i)V:t!'JCiA i11
	
E	 (1) 0111 i It:.\LI i Y f , ) TI1;:;`(:r;,X;;^l.l:il1;•i(_N1S:
	 f:NABLINL'	 on
	
E N11C\r; (:1NG:	 111, 	 F)	 tiED11.1f.) l.-]	 L[7`,': l J
c) 1;1',1:5 N !-F) - );	 E; . I Ui?Y (_^	 /`,NAI Y ;I!i [x J 	 res, i,I,Ci: [x
	
G!11)111. i `xj	 i`,I;c C11^, 'i 7E:Sl [.x^
	
:ii'i\::(: 1 = LIGII I F!:ST [^
E.	 1) E{; s i E1.':5:; Cit!; i.)II_;1"({: 	 -Yes
^.	 ;. ;	 ^:.CC) :'..'1_..'.i';`I:^i.;i -..;;:::^ _- _.i`. '!%.^.71'.;:!t:.::i%I^i:l:il{° jliii^{::L^
	
U1i..._•--___-'_- __._
I ,^;;," I r ;>^ Microelectronics Capable of Withstanding
	




` )	 High G-Loading	 --	 - - - --__
	
;" 4	 J-10L..L)^.:';1L;V;\




t „	 o - Scattering spectrometer	 Partially developed
(	 Anananeter_
Volatile Profilometer e,	 measurepermafrost)
b.
SPACE TECHNOLOGY REED 	 FORM NO. IPAGE 2 OF —2,-_TITLE	 penetrator Sensor Development
	 N0. THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4	 /	 271	 766. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Develop miniature sensors capable of withstanding high decelerations.
Sensors include seismometer accelerometer, n-scattering





8. CURRENT/°LANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
Military developm n e_shou]d he reviewed
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF 2
1.TITLE Differential Correlation Radiometry NO 11/E-3for Tropospheric Pollution Profiling and 	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
GA& E  1 tPr Ra d J ometry f_nr S
Pollution Profiling Using Solar Occultation
DATE 4 /?B ; 76
2. OBJECTIVE
_ _	 To measure vertical pollution profile s on a glnhal
basis for a large number of important tropospheric and
sra osp eric species witFi a ae^tion sensitivity in the
part per bon range----
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW E, WILL BE LEVEL © UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL U] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY GATE:? gg2








ALC RIT'CALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS ENABLING 0 OR
M, ENHANCING: HIGH U	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY F-1 ANALYSIS
	 RESEARCH XQ
GRID TEST Q AIR CRAFT TEST L^J	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST XQ
OTHER (Specify) 7	 (Check one or more)
fl R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FO R
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Gas ce11 technology development,
coating uniformity, solar pointing technology, and on-board
data management.
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ,DVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Nadir viewing vertical profile for tropospheric and lower




Vcrv—in- ced optical desfign for direct measureme-n-1--of---diTferent-ia
--abs rhe
t	 n le de tector Sin 
^N apex$ur e.s yctem
1n 
hus&-deflected solav^ spectrum wfith a 	 ratio of -sev aT
Improved ra iometricstab- lity perTimTi-solar oceul Lion
^neas	 exten a on-_to-addi to-onat compound s
(T.e., bromine)
	 —	 -- -
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF 2
TITLE Differential	 Correlation	 Radiometry	 NO.- 11/E-3	 -	 Z
for	 roposp	 eric
	
o 11 u t i o n	 P r o f i 11ng	 and	 THEME/W.G./TASKGat	 F'ltar Raninmatry
	 for St atosphe	 u
Pollution	 Profiling	 Using	 Solar	 OccultationDATE
	
4	 / 24 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Develop








	 of	 Solar	 Occultation	 Limb	 Experiment	 -
&.new	 AAFE	 start,	 to	 bramine	 and	 ?	 species.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
Di f ferential	 Correlation
	 Radiometer	 -	 176 -21-41
Solar	 Occultation	 -	 Gas	 Filter	 Radiometer	 -	 AAFE-638
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY





-G	 Te r  t








2/1 INHOUSE _ 512 3/
/
2
/	 3/ DC / GF
CONTRACT 2 / 2 DC R/ G R
FUNDING (106 $)
INHOUSE
.4.4 .2 .2. 1 DC R/ r: R
__
CONTRACT 10 1 .10 C R/ F R
_
j , 1 0.10.1 0.1




'etergLJ.KAeL	 1	 try 	 NU.
1 - 1
1 








' de vel op
-
_ ra i me te r with  im p rove d spe ctral  reso 1 ution an d
UrLab-1
measurements--
a) LEVEL NOIIJ 51, WILL 13E LEVEL (6_1 UNOFR ',-.Xl';l ING PI-ANS.
h) F-0-HILIMI'D ADVANCEMENT -- SHOULD BE 'I"t:Cl!.No'L-O('.Y IIE..^DY
AT I-EV
-
L-.L [7] FOR OPE- iIATIONAL SYS I'FIM LIS; BY [[1	 9 81
c) RISK, IN AC:i !IEVING
HIGH Ej 	 NIFDI(JM [XI
	
LOW [ j
(1) CRI i'ICAi.i ry TO THE ACCONIPHS1 HlFN TS:	 FNARI-ING.
- 
X] C) R
ENHANCING:	 MG:J	 Nit-DILP/1	 LOW
TASKS N F E L) t': D: SFUDY [
GiR, 1) T EST L	
j	 ANALYSIS [X]	 R L IS Li i C; I
Alf? CRAFT TEST [x rucin­n-s-r
OTHER (Spn.ify)	 (ChecA unl; or morn)
Li	 I
Ti R(,,, I' BAS:: CAIN] 01 OATF
•, C0!\jiPLF-iMEI`YfARN T51".1-::\iOLOGY A(1,VAi',JCL1:PyI':-N fl"')
	 FOR,
USE OF 1 - 1 ­II-3TE'1'I :J\1O1-O ,1;'/ T-tjfta4j -Q. laser_ -dio d esAQrA-Q-'s -Im p r pyg d -
de tert9.nrg
SPL-"!:- '/	 ADYANCENIFN i r:FQUI'31ED TO
ACCO-M!'LISH NEED
Tun ab l e 1 as e-r- d i-odes - f or---us-e q ve r - s P-ec tra 1 _re'q i on s b e twee n !
1.0 and 25 11 m; and which have long operating lifetimes and high
SDectral stability,
Total-.-5-y-stgm--- d-ey.elopment and testin
Aftttiv-n-al. error an-a-4 s es Jqx- P fftct
-
s o f - at. mo§-P he r i q
in ter-ferr-do-ts--aiid--p&rameter vari -a-ttQn!j-- Q-n .- mea-suLrt,------
't
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 2
TITLE	 Laser	 (Passive)	 Heterodyne	 Radiometry	 NO.	 11	 E-3	 2 L
THEME / W.G. / TASK
—	 DATE	 4 /28/ 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
a.	 Flight




b. -Air_cr_a_f_t test of siffalp	 ins	 rim n	 —
c.	 Define/develop
	
experiment	 for	 shuttle	 s7icelab	 payload;	 flight
-fir	 rty..	 —	 --
d.	 Devel op—tunable las_e_c.	 with wid,EL range	 turna6i1ity(1-25	 )	 an d
more	 species.
e.	 El rur
	 analyses	 -	 n
f. _kefine/devel_"Jd1de spectral range. multi-species experiment—fo r
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
Passive	 IR	 Filter	 Radiometry
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 	 506-18-12
506-18-12	 -	 Basic
	 SR&T
AAFE	 -	 Item a	 and	 b
750 - 01	 &	 03	 -	 Item 3	 (New	 initiative)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY









IN HOUSE /S .5
I
CONTRACT 2 _3 „^ —
FUN7)ING (106$)
INNOUSE _ / / • / •/ •/ / / I


















SPACE TECHNOLOGY P; tcE:D	 FORi+n NO. I
PAGE 1 OF g '__
.ia...>n.•r.-._.x.a.uuvr...:.,:^a:.+vaar ti,;:ma•::^^r+._.w.wss..w+.ass.s^.s.n.:..v...-:..rrr,.awv_.u..r.-r..w. o...^,_ 	 w.
I. TITLE CWTAINMENT ANQ .PROTECTION	 N0. 1-10L—E-3 _23
___ BEO it F ENTS OF REMOTE SAMPLE RETURN	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE _4__ /L /.— 76_
2.OBJ -_C,T IVE
$gPc;f;Prl cc)ntai=ent and return ef_collected material
to prevent degradation of scientific information
3. Ni.cD ;r%.'MALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW E^, WILL BE LEVEL2l UNDER FXISTING PLANS.
b) REQUIRED ADVAf',ICEk1FNT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL C`'1 F01  OPERAT IO NI Ai_ SYSTEM USE BY pT, ii 198 _1986
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCE.:1FNT:
HIGH 0	 NIEDIUi11 ®
	
LOLV/
W CRITICALITY TO TI IF ACCOMIPLISI IPIFN fS: ENABLING U OI,
ENHANCING: HIGH U	 N,EDiU4.1 F]
	
LO',}/
O TASKS NEED•rD: STUDY ® ANALYSE;
	 RESEARCH {^
G13D TL-ST
	 AIR ClAF T TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST Q
o I I c l	 qty) (Cilock	 )








CGiri	 7, cM'1 A}i'>' i	 i^ Oc?^ A_>V, i lir f.]: •1 i:, _QUI;i =f_1
 r O
= :; F	 6, U--'E CF i;i:S'f-rCiii1a^JL^:3G•Y ------
	 ---------------	 ------- --
.: 
^ ^^ iii ; ....u..._...___...._--^_-_..^....__r..._—._...__._.._^.^.-^.-. ^-_--^._..___^^__-. ___—,^_.._. __•__..__
' 
^, }	 f 5. $! ECi: ',' TL  i ]CI!_Oa `i /i?JVr^i i'^._:,!i_)^i t R` ^UI;.^J O
•	 n .,	 i
.-_:1U•_...1 	 A. Reliable vacuum sealingcontainer constructed of




r- >. B. Monitoring and control 	 pressure, temperature
-	 - ---
and  radiation environment during sample return
C. Receipt of sample on earth or near-earth environment.
;rr IL IL
. - t r
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 20F
TITLE	 Containment and Protect.;.	 Requirements	 N0.	 10	 E3	 23
of Remote Sample Return 	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
—	 DATE 4	 / 27 / 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
SR&T program of development of sampling devices and container which are
vacuum tight - Container must be able to be sealed. 	 Monitoring of tenp.
pressure and radiation environment from collection until analysis.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
None presently - post Viking 	 studiepreviouslyr  	 y	 .
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	
PAGE 1 OF
 FOR NI NO. I
_  
1. TITLE Design of Suitable Line Sources for	 19/E-3
-- ------ - - — ----- NO. ---- -ZiL
Spherical Reflectors 	TIIEME/W.G./TASK
--- -- -	 -- - --	 -	 DATE 4 /-&- 76 _—
2. 0BJECfIVE
Dev	 r-_elop . a line sourcejoarray of line sources suitable for wide
angle feed scanning of spherical reflector antenna --- --
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL. NOW I I , WILL GE LEVEL S UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
W REQUIRED ADVANCEPiENT -- SHOULD BE TECI INOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL R] FOR OPFRATICNAL SYSTEM USE BY u_or 1995
c) RISK IN AC:iIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q 	 h1EDIUM ® LOW q
(1) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOiMPLISHr•.iFr ,jM: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH M	 MEDIUiM []LOW q
c) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY (q ANALYSIS q RESEARCH q
	
GRM TEST L^ I AIR CRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT fFST q
OTjIER (SIjr^cify) q -------- - --- - ^- -- (Check o ne or n ior^)
0 R&J BASE CANDII)ATE fundin g level of $100K req uired FY 7 8
1. COiM?LEP-?EN X-il. 1 _:C WMOLO(^1'
USE O;- THIS i.:Cl -!;\)OI.OGY a parabolic torus reflector will not require
a line source.
5. SPECIFY TECI!NOLOGY ADVANI CENIEMI - REQUI q cD -i0
An advanced line source feed has recently been installed in arecibo;
however, to my knowledge, the feed is - fixed (to within a few _beam
widths) while the reflector scans due to earth's rotation. For a
urge spherical reflector inks ace, wide angle scanning would be
highly- des_irah]e. (probably__mandatory) - -jt_m4v-ing_the _feed rather than
the big dish. To scan more than a few b_ea_mwi_dths_, control over the
amplitude and phase distribution of the feed is required. This implies
either an adaptive feed or an array of feeds. - --- --- - - -
ySPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I
PAGE. 2 OF	 ='




THEME / W.G. / TASK
-	 DATE	 4	 28 / 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Initiate theoretical	 studies to either (1) build an adaptive feed to
Taylor the amplitude and phase to maximize the reflector efficiency__
as a function of feed location and/or
sources to maximize the same.
(2) to build an array of line
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
Construct a parobolic Torus reflector that does not utilize a line source













lNHOUSE 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 6 6 4
CONTRACT 2 4 4 10 20 20 20 20 10 20 20 10
FUNDING (106$)
INHOUSE l ,l .l .1 .2 ,2 .2 ,2 .2 .2 .3 .3 .2
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF Z
1. TITLE Magnetic Sensing	 NO. _ 07,08/E3 LS
THEME / W.G. / TASK
-- — -	 —	 DATE 4 / 26 / 76
2. OBJECTIVE
—_	 Determine fields created by low voltage, high current power
distribution system in anticipation of deleterious effects upon platform
users. -- — --- —	 — -- —	 - ----- -- ----
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW ®, WILL BE LEVEL ® UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
i) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL L j FOR OPERATIONAL S^STEP,4 USE BY DATE:
c) RISK IN AC	 Vhl'u ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH L__1	 MEDIUM [:]	 LOW LJ





e)TASKS NEFDED: STUDY	 ANALYSIS	 RESEARCH
GRD TEST [D A!R CRAFT TEST E]
	
SPACE FLIGH r TEST L°J
OTHER (Spec y) qX Flight Design	 _	 ( Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 200K
4. CONIPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCE?,1 FENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOG`! None
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADV,^,tJCE(i1ENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH PEED
Develop a, sp__ace quag alified flight version of nominal _ground__-
instrumentation.
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. 1
PAC	 40F	 '-
TITLE	 Magnetic Sensing NO	 08,07 / E7 / 2 f-
TH E'ti E / %V.G-1 TASK
-	 --	 - -	 - - -
W.TE	 4 / 271 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED




8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)(done.
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY

























--	 -	 - -
NO	 0$,07 / E7 / 2s-
THEIME / W.G. /TASK
---	 -	 ---	 -- - ------
	 - DATE_ 4_ i 27/ 76
6. S'cCOr.A4iFNDEO APPROACHVPROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Develop a space qualified flight version of nominal ground instrumentation.
7. ALTERNATIV E APPROACIIESUPTIONS
	
L`in't uS?.
8_ CURRENT.PLaNNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP.OTHER)
3►os^e_
q - T-=CHM)LOGY SCHEDULES
-E T3UL£ ]TitJ	 'e	 r'1 if ?£ iti	 :;
t
ry is L'^S >
 S^ !;l
--~
;•:^F^	 5^	 S1	 ^_'	 93 ?,L	 D,
TASK ITEU	 1
Flight Desigm	 1 1-	 -
-16rd Test
Sraer Flt Test
v;;J0',1WE R CJ r,
- -	 -CIDA 7RAC
 T
i Uhlfl.`eIG 110- S►
!lII^DLSS£
9
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 20F	 2




6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Investigate size required for compatibility with existing or planned
telescopes.	 Investigate overcoating techniques to obtain desired
discrimination. _Select optimum wavelengths for each of the five colors.
Design software or microprocessor to be 100% compatible with sensor array.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	 F ?lm readers
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
Limited for multispectral	 scanners (Landsat type)
9_ TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF 2_
1. TITLE '_a.-ge Linear Nul ti color CCO Arrav- 	 NO. 1 0
 
091E3




omponen of Smart Sensor to ie ntify stars of correct sppctral type
for extra terrestrial intelli -ncp investigIarinn
3.NEED ANALYSIS
a! LEVEL NOW ®, WILL BE ' EL S UNDER EXISTING PLANS-
b} REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT -SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL Qi FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE 8Y IoaTE-1980
c! RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANI MENT
HIGH q MEDIUM :J LOW a
dI CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHM ENTS - ENABLING E] OR
ENHANCING: HIGH ®	 MEDIUM a	 LOW i__1
el TASKS NEEDED: STUDY	 ANALYSIS [j  RESEARCH
GRD TEST Q AIP CRAFT TEST [] SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTPER fSneafy) 0 Sensc- would C:E,a :e Dn th = around iCheck o-e o* more!
-&T. 5,*-= CANDIDATE	 Ft78 S,250K
C3UPLEMENTA:;Y TECHNOLOGN ADV.:.,,Z-z r--NTS REQUIRED FOR
USE "F THIS TECHNOLOGY
5 SPE C IFY TE CHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQU1REZ) TO
ACCOIWIPLISH XEEO
Linear +.r:ays with awrcoated filters ar e rr^a irea to mice_ ►fir 	 :riC
meal- reimts s : multareowsly in :ire or more colors _
 Svak arrays aovid
operate at the focal plane of camvestiosal goMd based agticai
teiescnpes_ Data system Ws:;la reject all bet desired spectral classes
AMC stLre t_r.w. 409 Coordinates for later 'listemiW bl rad io teles;:^es_
ESPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I
PAGE 20F	 Z-
TITLE	 1500 0 K Temperature Sensing
----
NO.	 08,01 / E3 / 2 6
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4 / 27 / 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED




8_ CURRENVPLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
zY
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF 1_
1. TITLE	 Laser (Active )





THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 /_ ; _
2.OBJECTIVE  To measure vertical profiles of atmospheric pollutants in the
troposphere; and to measure productivity, turbidity, salinity, and depth
of water. Also of value in planetary atmospheric studies.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW ©, WILL BE LEVEL ® UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL q FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY ^DArE: 1986
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM LJ	 LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH ®	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY ® ANALYSIS xq RESEARCH Q
GRD TEST Q AIRCRAFT TESTxq 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Hi-Powered Tunable Lasers and Laser Diodes
Detectors, Detector Cooler Technology; Data Management Laser Heterodyne
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
- Improved Radiometric and Spectral Stability
- Increase operable spectra l ra nge to cover 0.4 -to -20 um
- Analysis, development, and test to determine error effects of
boresighting, variable backgrounas, and altitude


















SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF 2
1. TITLE Improved X-ray and 2r ray Remote	 NO. 1-10	 E-3	 Z9
Sensors f^r Planetary Surfaces THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4 27 76
2.OBJECTIVE
Develop imnrrned X-rayand Ir-ray riptertor s fnr ranO tp or h ital mpa-U re- -
ments of the composition, of planetary surfaces.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a; LEVEL NOW E], WILL BE LEVEL Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATEho,S3^











 TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [j  ANALYSIS	 RESEARCH
I	 GRD TEST [_] AIR CRAFT TEST 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) F^
	
IC.`eck one o- more)
f' R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 200K
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
1. Solid state technology of solid state detectors
2. Cooling
SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY AC% ANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
1. flev2lop greater spectral resolutior, of X-ray and C ray detectors
for mote sensing.
2. Develop technology for greater surface spatial resolution for x and
tr detectors in planetary orbit.
3. Develop more detailed anderstanding of calibration and interference
problems with developed detectors S. R and Ty—
Determine .ong term irradiation effects on detectors (SRIT)
wSPACE T ECHNOLOGY NEED
	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 Z
TITLE	 Improved X-ray and 	 -ray Remote Sensors 	 NO,	 10	 3E	 28
Sensors for Planetary Surfaces 	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
---- -- ---	 —	 DATE	 4	 127176 
o. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Use of high resolution,	 high sensitivity solid-state detectors
required.	 Complimentary SR&T studies on detector performance, calibra-
tion, and limitations required
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OP; iONS
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
OSS previous support of Apollo flight instruments - of lower capabilities:
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF
1. TITLE Spacebor,ic Meteor , , Iogical Radar	 NO. !LL1 _L3/ 3o
/
^Acti ve h!i crow . , ,e Pr	 THEME / W.G. TASKp r)	 _ _
--	 ------	 DATE 4 / 26; 76
2.0 13-1&C J6^E in 3-dimensions precipitating and nonpre0 pitating clouds
and etnr:+._
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW q , WILL BE LEVEL q LINDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL © FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE:
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q 	 MEDIUMXq 	 LOW
dl CRITICALITY TO F;lE ACCOMP,ISHNIE r i' tS: ENABLING E] OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS Xq RESEARCH q
GIRD TEST q AIRCRAFT TEST I^	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE New (1 _0 Ml
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHN^LOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THISTECHNC_OGY High power space qualifies: transmitters at 3_
6, 10, 15, 30 GHz. Push
- broom- multiple haam antpAnac
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Precision wide swath multi-frequency coherent radars will generate
extremely high da ta rates(800
or on-board processing is required—tn handl p -thi S in fo rma tion	 High
measurement accuracy requires famed beam
-
radars, Multi-fraqupnry fixed
beam array antennas are required.
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED
	 FORM NO.
AGE 2 OF	 2—
TITLE Laser (Active) Absorption Spectrometry
	 NO. 10;11/E-3 
	 °1
and Lidar	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
---	 --	 DATE
	 1	 /
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
a.	 Analyses to define design requirements for important tropospheric
__pollutant^and evaluate meteorological error sources_ _
b.	 Design system to incorporate tunable laser diodes and high power lasers
c. Fabricate_ field system and_perform ground and aircraft tests.
d. Design, fabricate, and test sensor system for Shuttle.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	 Passive IR sensors.
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
506-18-12
506-18-15
AAFE developments for LAS, LHR, Meteor, and Ocean. Lidars
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF 2
1. TITLE Compositional Analysis of Small Solid 	 NO.
 1-10	 E-3	 43/
Particles	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4	 / 28/ 76
2. QBJECTIVE
Uevelop capability to determine chemi cal composition, of small solid
particles dispL.sed in Space and in Comets, especially under conditions
of high encounter velocities with sensors.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW ®, WILL BE LEVEL Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL Q FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE: 1986
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM O LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING xq 09
ENHANCING: HIGH E]
	
MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY	 ANALYSIS
	 RESEARCH
GRID TEST M AIR CRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 200K
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
1. Develop technology to perform chemical analyses of major elements and
some minor elements in small (micron to millimeter sized) dust and ice
particles as are expected in coma and tail s of comets. High relative
encounter velocities and short sensing times are expected (Laser Zapper).
2. Further develop technology to determine chemical composition of small
dust and ice particles whi ch v aporize in passing through upper
atmosphere of Earth (micrometeorids).
fSPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE Spaceborne Meteorological	 Radar (Active	 NO. 11 	 E-3
Microwave Profiler)	 THEME/W.G./TASK
DATE	 4	 / 27 /	 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Perform analysis to detcnnine optimum multi-frequency meteorological radar. Sele
an i-nlermediaU-aingle fr pQuancy–fgr develnpmeIIt and flight on cpacelali	 _Rzay




	 in dual frequency mode.
	 Develop free flyer configurations.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS A subscale model can be developed for
demonstration and testing of concept on RB-57F or equivalent aircraft_
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
Concept and Preliminary feasibility studied under SRT 645-10-02
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY !DEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF 2
1. TITLE	 Radial Velocity Spectrometer 	 NO. OI	 Z
HEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4 /28 76
2.OJ^QTI V E
a 1al veloci ty determir.atior of distant stars to 6 th magnitude to a
precision of 2 meters/second
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW q3 , WILL BE LEVEL5q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
h) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOG" READY
AT LEVEL © FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY GATE: 1981
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT,
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM ® LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING. HIGH q 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY qX ANALYSIS U RESEARCH Xq
GRD TEST q AIR CRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Specif y ) q 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 FY78 $ 300K
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Survey of candidate star spectra to select ultra sharp and stable
spectral lines. Low light level detectors tuned to preselected
wavelengths. Systems study to select most promisi_	 technique.
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. I
PAGE ^ OF y
TITLE	 Compositional	 Analysis of Small	 Solid Particles
	 NO.	 10	 E-3




6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
1.	 Develop instrument package such as mass spectrometer, emission
spectrograph,	 etc., which is capable of chemical 	 analyses of solid
particles with velocities up to 10 Km/sec.
2.	 Increase sensitivity and element resolution of techniques and sensors
used to determine composition of sliidll grains which are vapo r ized in
passage through	 upper atmosphere.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
Some past support of	 (2) above,	 but program is not now active.
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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r SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 2
TITLE	 Radial	 Velocity Spectrometer__
	 N 0.1,09/17'	 Z
THEME / W.G. / TASK
- —	 -----	 —	 -	 DATE 4	 / 28 / 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Investigate candidate techniques_ Develop tuned lowlight level
	 detectors.
Select correct stellar s ep ctral_.hn-es-_,__auiLd_pil.nt_sy&tem-with-1Q___
meter per second accuracy.____ -
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
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Low Cos	 NO. _ 1 W	 3- 1,
1-I IkMF / W.G. / IASI,
DATE_ -4-
2. 0 Lt. 1-^ C 1 1 V,1:
---	 The De-ve1Q,,ment.kn-d- Demons tra ti Qn.- of Tuhni -9ues -19
I	 Reduce H r brid Fabrication Costs by-3/1.
N L C- - D A I A L YS I S
a) LLVI-L N'OVJ
	 LVILL RE LEVEL 4'j UNDER EXIS I ING PLANS.
h) I;Lt)IJII^ED%^I)VAfICI:P.11=Ni -S!I")IJLI)BL -U['Cll,*\101-0(;1 :1,-ADY.
AI -
 11-WI-N FO.'I G."1-- :1A1 IONAL SYS I FM L; ,.;[ -. I-,)'
0 '?!SK IN ACIIII-VIN'G ADVAI`I0tPJF-1\J'V:
HIGH El	 MEDIUM Lj 	LOW FA]
(I) Cid I ICAI - 11 Y TO I W, ACCO U, L V H i I ^ N IS:	 I - NA ", 1. 1 N G, n o I
FNI IIANCING:	 MGH	 Mt-01LIM Ll	 L(nV
"I'A".KS N E E D r P: STUDY L-fl	 ANAlY 13 Ix	 P1: 1; 1,-AKCI I
GIU)'11-SI [j	 Ah, UIIA • r -rF - -0 r	 S "'Ar E FL IGH T 7  I- S-F




5. SPECO-Y fl C,1 ;-.N0L0GY ADVA.';.'!	 r',rF.0,U.,:,CD *W
ED




	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 Z-
TITLE
LOW COST ELECTR O NIC SUBSYSTEM	 _	 NJ" 8,9,10,11,12/E3.3
TECHNOL O GY	 THEME/W.G./TASK
---	 ---	 —	 DATE 4
	
127 /	 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED




Sral e intPgraLed-c-i cuits------
	 -
2 	 Provides tie -ctIr	 -- y _or-_hig_her vie-jd, hig her_ Iuree of integration---
_._ and advanced_ hybrid-packaging-
C31 Demonstrate the above_
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
This work is presently done under 506-18-31, 	 "Design,	 Processing and
Testing-of LTLArr ys.— r vides- custom low
implement part of smart sensor3.
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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U,^E0;T!x^/	 Onboard mass spectrometers, 	 low contamination
.,






Cryogenic coolin g techniques below lU Kelvin
^|^	 .
w Far IR detector sensitivity improvement
-
m Detector array fabrication techniques
~'^ ~
	 e. Far lR filter improvement






SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. I




Low Cost Hybrid TechnoloQy-_________
	
N0.	 3
THEME / W.G. / TASK
---	 --	 --	 -	 -	 DATE	 4 /28/  76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
— Determine automated techniques for flip chip conductive epoxy
_Define-
 hardware sQecification_Contract f Qr -t-h-e- Oigli_ -and_ fabrication_
of automated bonding system_ Test, document and demonstrate _ cost
___
savings available.	 This technique will take advantage of the
transparancy of SOS LSIC's.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	 Beam lead system - difficult to handle,
_ shifts cost anq_yield burden to LSIC manufacturer.
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
Reliable	 bri d fabri cation 	 guidelines have been developed under__
506- 18-31.	 FY78=80 work under that -RTOP _would shift emphasis_ to--,---
 and extending low cost techniques.
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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Document criteria by which samples are determined to be non-harmful
to earth environment and quarantine may belif^^d.
' --
D. Technique of^ sterilization of limited portion of returned samples._-
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 Z
TITLE	 Column Density Monitor Advanced Technology
	 NO.	 12117- 3
Radi ometer
	
THEME / W.G. / TASK
-	 DATE	 4	 / 28/ 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Build and operate an advanced IR Telescope from the orbiter payload
bay.	 Use opportunity to flight test ady^nced -jR ingx.UMeltation and
cryogenic
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
Submitted as FY78 New Initiative #10F
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF Z-
1. TITLE nY iLTICTIANNFL MRAR_ED RADI(14= 	 NO_	 11	 E-3 37
(GI SrICEW VO IS IR SaMER) 	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
-	 DATE 4 / 28 76
2. OBJECTIVE
To pruvide (emperat__ina and water yAgar^31gtrj but ion in the atanspbe_re
from	 meteorological spacecraft, and to measure wind fields
and cloud motion.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW ®, WILL BE LEVEL SQ UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE 1983
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH n	 MEDIUM (]
	
LOW
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING EX C^-,
ENHANCING: HIGH ® 	 MEDIUM F]
	
LOW
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY	 ANALYSIS ® RESEARCH 0
GRD TEST © AIRCRAFT TEST	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) n	 (Check one or morel
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Development of diffraction limited
telesces, nitrogen coolded radiative cooler tec}niClogy
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Thjc m+nsnrravel lm ^ Maids lni i-at-M AMIR undor_j1c^.—^^Sf^Q^1t
is being continued under the S 0 MSAT program. Sensor is a candidate
FY-78 new start. This radicmeter,will allow teq^erature profiles and
water vapor profile to be determined with a resolution of 13)an, with
variable frame size_ from full earth to 500 km x 500 km, and with frame
rates as fast as 1 minute. Sensor also incorporates an ultra-high





SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF Z
TITLE	 planetary Quarantine Facility in Near-Earth	 NO. 10 	 E3	 3
Environment	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4 / 27 / 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISf' NEED
Develop methods for sample containment, quarantine and_anallsis__Rrior to
return to earth.
	 Develop criteria by which samples can be determined
to be safe.	 Develop technique for sterilization a portion of sample.
Facility development for preliminary scientific study of returned
remote sample— -	 ------------	 —	 —	 —+
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
OSS has only preliminarily examined	 this facility.
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF Z
1. TITLE pi n INZEEEEBOMEM Spy	 NO. 10/E-3/	 38
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4 / 28 76
2. OBJECTIVE
Adap jyghpgrfonnanoe HSI's to planetary abrnspheric sensiM. and
atmospheric pollution studies
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW Q, WILL BE LEVEL q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL 7q FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE:
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM Co LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH qX	 MEDIUM q LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS qX RESEARCH
GRD TEST q AIR CRAFT TEST q SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one ot more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
Stratnsnheric HST evelorment for shuttle.
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
1. Cptical design needs to be designed for wider temperature range.
2. Develop cryogenic sensor cooling for long-life operation.
3. Develop low noise IR defectors.	 !_,
4. Develop data analysis and oarQression becYuiiques.
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iSPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 2 OF L
TITLE
MRTI	 T.Rfn RApTCMETER	 N0.	 ll	 -3	 37
(	 S IR SOLMER)	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4	 / 28/ 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPPI .ACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Use results of Hughes Aircraft design study (AAFE supported) for
development of AASIR.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF 2
1. TITLE	 Advanced Technology Thematic
	
NO. ll/E-3/39 _ _
Mapper	 _	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4 / 8,, 76
2.0 ECTIVE
0 obtain high resolution imagery in coyAn 0r _mor p cRe tr ral
bands spanning the visible through the thermal infrared for
a wide variety of earth resources "jjjQ_4tions_experiments
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW q , WILL BE LEVEL	 UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL ® FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY oaTE: 1985
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUMXq LOW q
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING Xq OR
ENHANCING: HIGH qX	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY qX ANALYSIS qX	 RESEARCH Xq
GRID TEST qX	 AIRCRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (SpecifY) q 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Detector technology, cooling technology,
diffraction limited optics technology. scanning system
technology, data compression and data management.
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Obtain 1Q m spatial resolution or better in 7 spectral bands
from 1000 km orbits with high geometric accuracy for good
image quality and precise antra-spectral band registration.
_High signal to noise (100/1) required for earth targets of
typical interest. Data compression and management system
required to handle very data rates.
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF -:&_
TITLE	
Advanced Interferometer Spectrometer	 NO.	 10 / E-3 /2,
THEME / W.G. / TASK
—	 DATE 4 	 /
8. RECOMMENDED APPROACH /PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Wide	 range optics_1.	 _temperature
2.	 Cryogenic sensor cooling
3.	 Develop 19 ►1_noise IR detectors
4.	 Dey I.W-dAta-coMrusion methods
_	 5.	 Instrmm rlt_cg41ing_ system
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
None
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
None
----	 —	 —	 --
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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1. T 1
_Rqco naissarce from Near
-n-
E
PAC. E 1 0,': ­-2-7.
I 1 04 E V1. G. / fAq!,'
I
A- 1 -271. 1b..
Develop Multispectral 	 Imaging Sensors from UV to	 20p	 for
ST retrofitand	 sotest on smaller earth orbi ting telecpes,
L
M;:i^!) PPA 1-7.1; 'i
0 H : VFL. 140"1 [T	 Vi!	 0 ;	 L E ! r l _ (7] 11 1  1 !)! : ;1 U	 I ST 1 0 C ( 	 S.
11) RI - 01 IMI:15 A I
 VA rl", i. r.ir-"N f -	 S11 IOULD !;L- 'I FC; iiNI OLOGY HPOW
AT LILVE	 0'L	 10:11	 M1 USI- I;1' 11
0 M',K IiIJ AC!ii! : Vli\'G ADVArJCF1X.'-HT:
U	 PIEWM'A	 L.01,11
(j) cm - riCAL.11 Y '1"0 01E	 I N,`\ I' I IN G)	 0
E IJ 1 -1 A r-.'(; I,',! G:	 I I I C' ! I Fj	 U 1) j 111.1
c) rA;!,S PJ,1-'.FDh'Uj:	 IS 	 U0'.'  IL 	AU.-M.YSIS	 [IF.SFAIXI:
G 11 D 'i U;'j-	 A1.5i C!"! FT	 Lsi-	 S"AGI: I - LK;111- 'I i:s-r
I OTHER
C.
Area Array Imagers to	 3u	 and line arrays
from	 3 to 2CV
I TO
An-all reflecting multispectral -imaging sVectrometer-1s '-reQUJred-
—to &I low moderate spectral	 (1009) 
and 
high spa'	 resolution-_(500_
full. disc on Jupiter) to study. time Ya ) ic3 planetary . pkerm.gn-a.,
and as­wly reconna4ss&nce for some outer planet bodies,	 The device---.
would be LST compatible and could be flown on early shuttles with
--Smaller- telascop"­ --
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 O	 2
TITLE	 Thematic Mapper
	 N0.11/E-3/39
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE
	
4	 / 29/	 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Pushbroom	 linear	 array technology	 box scanning	 me chani sm.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
Thematic mapper development precursor to Proposed developmen t.
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
_	 FY
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORI'A NCI. I
PAGE 1 OF
^.wM/•.r.+.wri.r,NV ^.^.^.4.J-•. w..aw•.u.^n•-Mw^:1.1.Nwr• 11ll w.Nr•:JwY,w^^•..JrwV
i. TITLE - LSI Sensor Clectro_ni cs 	 b-ib	 _yon
NASA _Network for Custom LS I C 	TI JEW-  / W.G. / 1 ASK
Computer Aided Design	 DATL= _ 4 _ /2776
2.OLzJ:CTIVE
P^ovi^e.3_NASA C^^e ► wit1^A^^onomous Data Linked _ State of
Ar_i._LSL__Qe^ian. - ^XS-Ler2s_f3L4U._.E^^u^_S..1on_•o f De sign Timet	_
UL BedLLcti nn_ -.f--De-sign_C rLs_ts., - Shared-59f iKore_---__-
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LLVFL NOW ®, WILL BE LC_VFL rA UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
I`•) REOUIRED ADVANCEPvIENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LLVFL L5] FO;', UE`I:I;A'I IONAI_ SYS1FiM USE Gl' nnTE_ 1980—]
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEP;II NT:
HIGH []	 h1EDIU,10 []	 LOW [X]
d)Cltl'fICAI_ITY TO TIIE ACCO\-1r't.ISll',1r:NTS: 	 L•NA3iHNG [] 012
FNHANCING: HIGH W	 R91:DIUM L]	 LOW []
c) TAS;<S NE I'D!..







Alt? crtArt - TES I- []	 SPACE Ft_Ir,Hr r1=sr 0
0TIlFl1 (SI::,CifY) Fx] System Integration
	




	„_____- - ^^_... ^_.^	 •_• _._
t.. C0r-,YL.L1X,?Iil iA:1Y 1'::C?3.\^lt')LO:;Y :'•1i1V /1^JC'c?:I P•1 TS WH)UI;;7C) FOR
USE 0:' T , IIS'TaaI IN01. 10GY	 -NONE
Ei. SI`cCl; - Y TUCr1.101.007 A--)VA;.\;(:.-_'i,lci\I I FtLQU1:;i:1) TO
ACCO°11PLIS; I N%Izt)
T he. . 1, 	 on State of Art Midi
Comput.Cr.._pl . us-.._Qhe development of some user oriented ext en sions.
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF —I_
TITLE	
Planetary Reconnaissance Frum Near Earth— 	 NO.	 10 / E- 3
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4	 / 28/	 7
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH /PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
1.	 Perform system tradeoffs
2.	 Focal Plane Instrument Design
_
3.	 Fah Sen mr
—__-
—	 .	 Shuttle Jes-ts	
---	 -
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF Z-
1.TITLE Mass Spectrometric Methods of Surface 	 NO. 1-10	 E-3	 YZ
Compositional Analyses	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4 128; 76
2. OBJECTIVE
Develop improved mass spectrometric methods of analysis which are
applicable for planetary surf ace materials.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW 9, WILL BE LEVEL M UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL 7q FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY oATE 1987




d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH U	 MEDIUM []	 LOW FJ
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY © ANALYSIS © RESEARCH
GRD TEST [-] AIRCRAFT TEST
	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST cx-^
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 100K
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
Instrument and Sensor development
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
1. Develop improved high sensitivity, high resolution mass spectrometer
for 1-200 amu mass range.
2. Develop required ionization sources for analyses of solid materials.
3. Develop element fractionation and analysis techniques for analyses
of volatile elements and compounds (e.g. G.C. and thermal analyzer
interfacing to M.S.)
4. Develop improved methods of data reduction and compression.
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 2 OF _Z,--
TITLE	 07,08,09,10,11,12
LSI Sensor Electronics - NASA	 _	 N O.-
/
Network for Custom LSIC Computer Aided
	
TH ME / W.G.	 TASK
Design	 DATE	 4	 /28/  76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Order 50K of add on hardware to control computer {purchased for the
for Electronic Development (FED) under Sn6-19-11 in FY78_Facility
Order 2/yr. complete 150K hardware systems in FY79 and FY80 for-.
Network centers.
	 Contract for software man/machinP PxtPngions and
transfer of present Computer Aided Design and Test ( CADAT) svctem
software in FY78,
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS	 Fund network hardware systems
elsewhere at savings of 150K per system.
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
Basic CADAT system software and 100K of multipurpose hardware is
being provided under 506-18-31.
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF 1
1.TITLE Microwave (or longer wave) Subsurface 	 NO. 10 & 11/3-E/ '^3
Sounding (Earth or Planets) and Ice Thickness
	
THEME / W.G. / TASK
Sensor	 DATE 4 /?7 ', 76
2. OBJECTIVE





, WILL BE LEVEL ® UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE: 9/87










e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 	 ANALYSIS
	 RESEARCH
GRD TEST ® AIR CRAFT TEST
	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) El
	
(Check one or more l
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Processing of returns to provide profile of
subsurface materials for extrapolation of contact measurements.
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Determination of optimum wavelengths for best penetration of various
d istr ibu tions of die l ectric cons tant ma te r i als should be initiated.
Equipment for optimum pul se length at best power should be inve stigated.
t.G. ppGE BLANK
r-
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 2 OF 2
TITLE	
Mass Spectrometric Methods of Surface 	 NO.
	
10	 E-3	 ^Z
THEME / W.G. /TASK
CompositionalAnalyses
DATE	 4	 /28/76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Methods development of flight qualified instruments for analysis of solid
and gaseous samples using mass spectrometric method of analysis.




8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
Sane instrument support presently from OSS - i.e. Viking
OSS analysis program of extraterrestrial 	 Ildterials study.
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY















SPACE TECHNOLOGY	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF —__ —___
1.TITLE ZIAL
_Ancillary Tnf=mation fnr 	 E-3__.__r_T
---_----Remote Sample
-
 Return	 THEME / W.G• / TASK
DATE_
2.0 St J : C T I VIEDetermine__specified characteristics of sa _jes_and
saII>n1e's_9nYir9nm^_$^i4>=._ p^^^l^dllr ing collection_
33. NEED
a)LEVEL MMI) F^J, WILL BE LEVEL	 UNDER EXISTING PLAN S .M
b)REOUIiRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE 1-cCITMOLOGY READYno
TA	 SA T 1LL	 '	 I, 0 N A I - YS T EM USE  BY 
	
T98DZ 1984EVEL n5 FO I C P E,
c"	 0 RISK IN ACHIEV!NGj ADVANCEMENT:
cp cl L?	 HIGH	 (`iiMWA
c l )Cf:l -r[CAt-ITYTO THE ACCC)iA iPl.lSii,',i'i r : P]'FS:	 I`: NP%'0* I_I NGn OR
E N H A iN C I -.'\I G:	 HIGH	 P,1 F D I U M U
	
LOIN
e) '(ASKS N I: F D `= 0: qTU L) Y
	ANALYSIS	 I I E SIF: A C 11
GRD TL-S -r	 AIR CPAFi --I`E',;T n
	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST E]
(Check one or more)OTHER (Sp-^,cify)






U:1j O r	 1"? f E CH N 0 GY
F), SF'E r-' i: : Y _f 1`0; 1 1',DIJOTI	 r"ED TO






_Ra	 L_qg _phy, c^ktgrS._r( cls And_ .qqiLt1pej_ _
	
t	 B. Local meteorological conditions (i.e., temp., press.,
w Im
	
4	 C. Basic physical and chemical characteristics of local





SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO.;
PAGE 2 OF	 2
TITLE Microwave (or longer wave) Subsurface Sounding	 NO.	 10 & 11/3-E/




6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
A variable frequency device of sufficient power will be built and
deployed for ground test.
	 Pulse returns will be studied and compared
with actual cored samples for correlation. 	 Coupled vs remote systems
will be evaluated and interference of surface mismatch determined.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	
Magnetic field deployment and study of
interaction for deduction of distribution of subsurface material.
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
Surface moisture studies at JSC.	 Lake ice thickness measurements at Lewis.
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF Z
1.TITLE Narrow Field of View Limb Scanninq	 NO. ll/E-3
Filter Radiometers
	
THEME / W.G. /TASK
DATE 4 / 28 / 76
2. OBJECTIVE
Global monitoring of vertical profiles of gatPnus R partimilate
stratospheric constituents & parameters using either IR emission of.
or absorption by, earth's limb.
3. NEED ANALYSI 	 Req'd. capabil/present capabil
a)LEVEL NOW (^ , WILL BE LEVEL tj UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL Q FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE:
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH C1	 MEDIUM ®
	
LOW
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING[] OR
X ENHANCING: HIGH ©	 MEDIUM [I
	
LOW
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS xq RESEARCH xQ
GRD TEST [] AIRCRAFT TEST [-]
	
SPACE FLIGHT TEST.
OTHER (Specify) Qx Basic constituent absorption data (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Improved detector coolers, impro ved IR
calibration techrologies ane equipment; improved signal processing
electronics; improved on-board data processing equipment.
5. SPECItY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
j Additinnal analysis R design of censor components and mechanisms for
Iona duratinn micsinns pr reilse nn shuttle
si Analysis and _esjgn__of additd-unal spectral channel for solar
ncr-jlAtinn
_
tn measure optical model parameters (f1 3 to 9- n AAM)
• Dpye lnp and S.P_s.t-eng i nee ri ng models of sensors to provide "shut tl e-
ready" sensor hardware -
D?vpinp imprnvPd data management_technologies_fn-on-board pArtial,
or complete. data reduction/"Smart Sensor"
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF Z
TITLE Ancillary Infnrmation for RPmntP Samna	 NO-10	 E3
THEME / W.G. / TASKReturn
DATE	 4 /27 /76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
SR&T support of instrument development for planetary surface analyses
(X-ray, fluorescence, alpha-particle spectrometer, gamma-ray
spectrometer, grain size measurements,
	 imaging, seismic instruments,
heat flow, etc.)
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
_Viking instruments - OSS
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY























j ;;PACH TEC1-IN! 01-0 rOW NEED	 FORM IJO.
I	 PAG'. 1 OF. _Z
a. : .^.n..-.3•..••.:...,.•..:r.no..l•r ..... u.. ^-+wr^ •.rr .. ,.^•:y ,. .. ur ro yn.wn ..,w.,. sw,..,..-.... .. 1.. ..	 ..w..,.... ,..v...... ,. ...:.^....
	
1. TITLF _ jntera_j4petary Cruise Observ_a'ory . __,	 t\10. •
_._191E-^3___-. !'rt__
_ Telescope for High-Resolution Imagery—	 'riio.1r / MG. /TASK
Of_Solar_ .^sten Ob,)ects_  -__  ^
y	
---	 DA'I E—.9. /2Z I-76- _---
--compensated-
 Develop diffraction limited, structurally rugged, thermally -
-long focal length telescope to enable	 ryobseatory work
between planets.
---- _	 - -	 --- -	 -	
- -- - - - - -
I 3. NE':J Al"Al_Y;IIi
;t) LFVEL N00V [ 4 , WILL BE LEVIA [:] I N0 1 :Ii I:):ISTING PLA.'S.
h) I%i_OUIRED ADVANC:Lri-ENY - S11011LD E;:: Tt:CI 11J01.0GY REA DY
AT LEVEE.	 FOR 0"F.'AAT10IJA1_`1'SfE:P:i (ISE F;Y L{,TE^lggn_7
0 I11SNC IN ACI{t ING A0VA0C1r:1FNT:
d) CRITICALITY - I 0 THE ACCOMPLISHP?IEN IS: I:P;AIILING iy-j 011
EtNHAr±C.IN'G:	 111611 [_J	 MEDIUM q 	 1.0w [I
c) (P.SI<S N EDF:D: Sl UU ; [_l	 ANALYSIS FX]
	
(1L• SEARCN N [
Gk  "i FST LXJ AIR Cr; e,FT TCST	 SPACE FLIGHT TFS-1 U
	E' i0^f l WN (;r•:cCify) ^^ (Chu'!. one or ntcr :)
I) Wsz f I,AS1= (:1tND1I:A -I E _-Jllo ---- -
	 - - -	 -- -- -	 - --
4 ^. CQ:4?I_r::IE:NTA r't ''i'I:rill•:')!.C)'•^'t' ,,'.L:V.'tticul\in:iJi;i W-C!Ulit1:D FOR1	 _US ,- Q: 'Ir11S 11 \I l11dQl(^.,1
>> ui °, ! h• SP;-(.1F'•: •fl:: 111101.0 •.ii' A0V:-\ ``i4:i:Pa• c`•! f RHO()! ".EP TU
"I
 1\r Y 1, -





3.._Stmctural lntesrlty -of .t 1aAD5 -- _ 	 ---_---
w
	 (1). (2), (3) needed to maintain diffraction-limited performance.--
Jc
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 'Z-
TITLE Narrow Field of View Limb-Scanning Filter	 N0.	 S
Radianeters	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4/ /28 /76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
o	 Dmmlc a 6_ 0 A ,m to 2(] a./m limb ccanni_ t IR radicmwtpr (T STR) ha -cip l nn
_AMI TACATF tn ^paoe-hart3ened FM level -. _--
o	 Develop 0.3 to 2.0 A m Extenctim Radianeter (Sgt) based on SAGE
— tecbnol olo°w-im_	 hardened FMlevel-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Develop multichamel LHR for full 2.0 to
2.50 
-
,regicns for Solar Occulaticn Use, Cryogenic Limb Interferaneter-
Spectrrtnnter _--
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
642-	 LIMS Sensor Nimbus G
	 176-10-31 Scaam m Sensors_
—	
SA[;FfAFI^B	 ------	 --	 _---
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF Z-
1. TITLE Correlation Interferometer Spectrometry NO . ll/E3	 7
__- for Atmnsg►wric Pollutants	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4 / 28 1 16
2. OBJECTIVE
	
Ext-prGion of remntn measur nt nap ahilitipc fnr tnogn 	 rim
ga eaug mnatih^nts
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW CD, WILL BE LEVEL ® UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL[1] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE: 980




d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING F -^ OR
X ENHANCING: HIGH E] 	 MEDIUM []	 LOW E]
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY jj ANALYSIS FRESEARCH
GRID TEST	 AIR CRAF T TEST ©	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST D
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Thermal Control, Detects-, and Cooler_
Technology, Optical Filter Coating Technology
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
• Improved Stability Interferaneter for Shuttle Envi.rrment
• Improved Data Management Tech's and Electronics to Facilitate
Data Reduction
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF It-
TITLE 	
Interplanetary Cruise Observatory Telescope fo 	 NO.	 10 / E-3 /
THEME / W.G. / TASK
for High Resolution of Planets
DATE_,A_/	 /
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF L
1. TITLE Life Detection Sensors 	 NO 10	 E3




2. OBJECTIVE Further develop methods for detecting life via remote analysis
procedures.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW q5 , WILL BE LEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL[!] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY oaTE:
c)RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH a MEDIUM q LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY ® ANALYSIS ® RESEARCH
GRD TEST q AIR CRAFT TEST q	 SPACEFLIGHT TEST [^
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 Sensors	 100K
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
Biological, sterilization, planetary quarantine
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
1. Develop life detection experiments with following capabilities
a, automated microscope - resolution comparable to oil immersion
(1000 magnification) on earth,
b. culture capability on a variety of media.
c. immunological testing.
2. Upgrading GC-MS
3. Development of unified biology expt.





SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE	 rela or Interfei-aneter Spectnmetry for	 NO.	 11	 E-3	 '4
Atmospheric Pollutants 	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4	 /28 / /6
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
a.	 Extensive laboratory test progran to evaluate correlation inter-
feraneter developed under AAFE
b.	 Analysis and design effort to provide improved spectral stability
and reduce effects of radiant background variations
c.	 Modifications and test of "AAFE" sensor hardware for flight test
on aircraft and shuttle using improved cryogenic cooler
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS High speed interferometer, laser
heterodyne spectraneter, differential correlation radiometer
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
63E -	 -	 - CDMM Sensor Development
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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PAGE 1 OF _ Z
1.TITLE _ Visible/Near Infrared Polarimter 	 NO,	 11	 E-3 47
for Atmospheric-Scattered Solar 	 THEME / W.G. /TASK
Radiation
	 DATE
	 /4	 26	 1976------	 /._ 
2. OBJECTIVE To measure tropospheric aerosol densities and physical
characteristics
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW Q, WILL BE LEVEL © UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL q FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE: 19S
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM qx	 LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING © OR
ENHANCING: HIGH ®	 MEDIUM q LOW q
0 TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS ® RESEARCH
GRD TEST qX AIR CRAFT TEST Q SPACEFLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
• Imp2iove d polar imeter for sc attered_3Qlar P_ npi,g - i n the
0. 3 5 to 1.0 _im spe ctral enerAy_^_
Flight test of pQj_arjme_t_erw tll .gr^y^d_tiltlp,Coxram to_____
refine data reduction algorithm
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED
	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 20F 2
TITLE	 Life Detection Sensors 	 NO	 "0	 E-3
THEME / W.G. /TASK
DATE	 4 / 271	75
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
SR&T work required on life detecting sensors - Upgrading Viking-type expts.
Development of flight qualified instruments
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
OSS previously supported through Viking funding.
OSS funding through planetary biology at low present level.
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 185 186 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
Life Detection Ex t.
1. Automated micr sc pe















SPACE TECHNOLOG"! N"`. D 	 FORIIJI CO. I
PAGE 1 OF





___._SMTLF,_RET_URN	 THEt.,11H / W.G. / TASK
DATE A_ /2S i. --7---
2.OBJ.'CTIV`
Scientific anaivsis in individual laboratories of
remote sample return utilizing state-of-the-art
ana iyti^I;4_1__capabi 1 i ties.
3.NEB  ID A." I A L Yq IS
a)LEVEL N() ,^NJ	 ',%'ILL BE LEVEL	 UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCLI'vIENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY RFADY
AT LL-- V I-L rq FOil CPERATIONAL S"I s ri: m USE BY nn7E T988
0 RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM I-x]	 LOW q
cocniTICALITY'roTHE ACCOMPLISHiMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING:	 HIGH [?( N, F D I LW q 	 1_01,t1 E
STUD',"	 ANAL Y ,-,13	 RESEARCH
G RD -LEST q AIR CRA • f TEST F]	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
t.
on-^^ or n)orc-)OTHEN (Spu-cify)










ACCO"11 PLIS; I N'::ED







SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. 1
PAGE 2 O F 2—







6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
•	 Develop	 "solid	 state"	 polarimeter	 based
	 on	 AAFE&SRT	 Polarimeter
tU	 firEdS II r e	 solar	 energy	 bCdttered	 by	 trupospheY't II	 is.
•	 A/C	 Flight
	 Test	 program with	 comprehensive "ground	 truth"	 prograrr
to verify ddtd	 atW s— 	 -gu r  ttrm—	 — -- ----
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACH ES/OPTIONS
	
INS	 ITU A/C and	 Balloon	 sampling
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF 2.
1. TITLE Laser Profiles for Assessment of	 NO	 ll/E-3/




DATE 4 1 27 , , 76
Z. 
U^eveTop E technique for making measurements to within one centi-
meter employing laser instrumentation for aircraft or spacecra
earthquake bulge detection.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW 0],  WILL BE LEVEL q7 UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL [1 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE:
c ►
 RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM ®	 L3vV q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH Q	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSISXq RESEARCH Xq
GRD TEST q AIRCRAFT TEST ©	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Measurement techniques in the order of 10 to 20 cm are currentl
available.	 n order of magnitude improvement in accuracy is
r	 . a
of earth movements with 1 to 2 cm.	 Positional location of the
p I a orm, as we as a -Fes— ooluti ncapaabi 1 i ty of thea^T se-r pro
must fie-
	
sed laser power, 
	 P




SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF _Zv_
TITLE	 Scientific Analysis of Remote Sample Return	 NO.	 10	 E3
THEME / W.G. / TASK
-- -------	 --	 DATE	 4 127 / 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Continued support of laboratory studies of	 terrestrial	 and_ extra-
terrestrial materials	 in order to maintain	 state-of-the-art analysis
capabilities -----	----_	 -_--	 _-_-----
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	
OSS is presently supporting on-going
research of extraterrestrial materials
	 - New methods of analysis require
R&T.	 -	 —	 —
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 1 OF —Z
^^/.'rMM^M.a.YI^4MMY-.!: 	 ^.Nt]^MII^• M M1.YY'..^f.Yw1l.'y^^la w
	
1. TITLE Hi Power Lidar
	
NO. 1 & 11 E-3_^L
THEME / W.G. / TASK
-----	 -	 DATE ?I
_ /26 ! 1276_
2. OBJECTIVE
To develop a h_ ih power pulsed laser for ane to---tyt2
orders of magnitude improvement in the state of the art for
the measurement of pollution profiles, temperature profiling
?^^_yannr-nrniTi-nom an^prPS^ra n	 --
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW FL],  WILL BE LEVEL Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEM - 'qf - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL 5 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE_ 1 9 1
c) RISK IIJ ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH © MEDIUM q LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING qX OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e)-ASKS NEEDED: STUDY E) ANALYSIS Ej PESEARCH Q
GRD TEST q AIR CRAFT TEST q SPACEFLIGHT TEST q
	
OTHER (Speci(y) q 	 (Check one or more)
^i nF,&T EASE CANDIDAl E	 New - S O O
4. CONIPLLMENT!',RY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS nEQUInED FOR
USE OF TI116'fECHNOLOGY
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Development of an_ultra high power^ulseQ laser 
-(.2 10.0 ou e1
pulse), tuneable with high frequency stability for the spectra
range _from 3 to 15 pm.
	
Required for TA or	 f the art advances in meteorology,
and pollution.
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 -L-
TITLE Laser Prcfiles for Assessment of Small
	 NO	 11_	 E-3
Movements of Earth Surface 	 THEME / W.G. /TASK
DATE	 4	 /28 / 16
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
o	 Establish orrent state of are for platf^^ loc
	 jon and laser resQlu^ipn.
o	 E	 ablish soecsoecific areas requiring impraygd performance.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, O'• HF1)
-LAGOS




SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85186 67 88 89 30 91 92 9 94 95
TASK ITEM
Rants Def & Tech
Assess -- - -
Laser Meas Tech
-
- — — -- -- - - -- -
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF 1^
1.TITLE	 Surface Analysis by In-Situ Reflective 	 NO. 1-10	 E3—___,^^
and Emissive Spect roscopy	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
--	 —	
DATE 4 / 27 , 76
2.OBJECTIVE Analyse surface mineralogy and geology at high
spatial resolution
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW q1 , WILL BE LEVEL ® UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REOUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL © FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE 1982
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM O	 I.OW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS O RESEARCH
GRD TEST qx	 AIR CRAFT TEST E) 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Specify) q 	 _	 _	 (Cneck one or more)
I) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 	 150K
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY _Improved Infrared Imaging Systems_a_ nd_Cameras
for surface operation on planetary bodies.






1 .0 Micronican be__covered_by_existipq__
imaging syst_ens with special modifications which require technology
advancements as follows:
_Zoom leas for high magnification coupled with high spectral
resolution ( 100A.) Filtering at 10-20 spectral bands.
,Thermal Emissive Region (3-20 Microns) Cannot be covered by existing
imaging systems. Need multispectral imaginq with zoom lens system for
high magnification. _Linear CCD arrays operating in 3-20 Micron range_
are needed to construct imaging system.
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF ?_
TITLE	 HI-POWER LIDAR	 NO-1	 + l l/E-3	 Sz.
THEME / W.G. 'TASK
----	 -	 DATE
	
4 /28 / 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Investigate_and_modify, to our requirements, very high power Department___
of Defense developed, Iidar systems_
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY











2[ 2 2 2 2
6 6 6 6 6 6
FUNDING (106 S)
INHOUSE .l .l .1 0.1 .l 0.1
AffCONTRACT 4 .4 1— Fl
SPACE TECH1iOLOGY NEcD 	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF?_
r.iw^f_ - ^. N.'w'^.Y^ -rr r:r'M.'-!'lr , r:nw e•iSb' ^:,'.5., :'J•v:,.^\A...  • ate• ♦: u.r-.^.'vev..'raw .ru^ww!-w• rt _:y.^'.^w,M tra'4>^..a t„^ .. n ._.0 - Sw r.r..
1.TITLE Detects C_g Qlen_ f or Remote Se d5_q_n -N0._-11 / E-3L
Vuillemier and Combination Radiative/ 	 THEME /W.G./TASK
_Jou1 e_Tho_mson	 DATE	 //- 76
2.OBJECTIVE
To provide_ - detector_cooIers for shuttle launched payloads---_—




3. NE .D c,,NALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW M, VJILL BE LEVEL © UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULF BE TECHNOLOGY REA DY
AT LEVEL	 FOR GPERATIC)NAL SYSTEM USE BY U:1TC 1 9811






d) CiiITICALITY TO THE	 ENABLING M Oli
FNHANCING: HIGH	 N,EDIUM u
	
LOW
e)T ; ;ICS NcFD'.D: STUDYUDY ^^ ANALYSIS L^J RESEAfICH qX
G R D TEST
	 Alf', C !AFT TEST n 	 SPACE FLIGH f'LEST
,,	 1 Olh^,,;Sl,ecifyli	 <onr:nrnlac)--	 --------	 ---^(Check
f)	 Ci'•.fIDID.1'fF 	 New	 -	 $200K
`0	 ( [. COi i?LEF,1:zrjTA:1Y TEt; 1 iN0L0C,Y A T ,VlUMOE	 JCN TS RMUi icD i=OCi
•	 "'' " Uuv 0,= Tf I	 nI`'	 i"	 l	 Cr y o 	 eic	 transer	 under
	
OG	 cond.'sH S' I'`•l,l r,O1_E.)G'	 _	 ^ —	
_—	 _	 _ 	 _.	
-- -----------^.
,t
,•	 , 5. SI	 _ C;	 V Trcl i,,0.-0G r A, r 1,;.,--+ .+_i,ri 1;_cU,RE c1 -i0
a z ; ° ACCC,"IPUS; I N 	 ED
;^ ^: ^ ^ ;:. :---- 0 e sign _dnd _ ^r e_a^ Q a r_ d1 n g_ .off_ ^P^ ^ e--h dr ^ ^ n^^ - _ _V y l .1.^_e m f e r - --- —
> -:oR+ +.+ _ _ -c o o l-e-r s.. far_ _-EI-1-1 D K de t.e c t o_r--. t em.p e.ra"r.es_ _b aa e.d--_ u p Qn__p_a s t -_
' --_DIl D _ a i r c r-a f t- cnnl e-r des`i-gns -
.7c.	 -i .—Desi_q_n	 and ana_ljsi. sof_demand-ype_Jo_ule--Thomson expansion
--coo_Le-r-s. for ^Q-L1S1K__.deb€ctQr_t^mP^raS ^.s-------------------
•_,_Design_ L anal^sis^_r^n.drEzdboardi - ng of combined radiativ?/
_._ Joule-Thomson cooler_ using stored hi•_pres'sure cryogen






SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF Z
TITLE Surface Analysis by In-Situ Reflective and	 NO.	 10	 E3	 S3
Emissive Spectroscopy	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
--	 DATE	 4 127 / 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Develop thermal. mid-infrared multispectral
	 imaging	 systems.
Develop high_ resolution spectral filters for facsimile camera sensors__
Develop zoom	 lens capability for imaging	 systems	 in reflective and in
_	 in thermal spectral reins.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
Previous OSS - Viking
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY













SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 2
TITLE	 Optical	 Element Filter Coating	 Technology	 NO	 10-11	 E-3
THEME / W.G. / TASK
--	 DATE
	
4 /28 / 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
1.	 Design & Development of Improved Spectral Measurement Equipment.
2.	 Tests of Coated Materiels from Stock
	 (various coating	 techniques).
3.	 Design of Improved Coating Facility and h'?teriels.
	 _ ____	 _
4.	 Development of	 Improved Facility.
5.	 Tests of Samples from Improved Techniques
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SZHEDULES
F Y











CONTRACT 1	 .1 .1 .3 .2
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO, I
PAGE 2 OF	 Z
TITLE	




THEME / W.G. / TASK
VM and Combin.	 Radiative/J-T
—	 —	 DATE
	
4	 / 28/ 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
_VM-1	 - Design Study of_Modification of Existinq A/C VM for Shuttle Use
VM-2	 - Prototype VM Development and Test
VM-3
	 - Modify VM Design and Prototype
R/JT1 - Design Demand typ_e JT 
R/JT2 - Design Cooler System
R/JT3 - Prototype 	 stemDevelqpnent and lest
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS




8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY















	 FORM NO. i
PAGE 20F^_
TITLE	 AffipRPTION PLMPIW CRYOGENIC REFRIGERATOR	 NO 1,10,11/E3/
THEME / W.G. / TASK
—	 -	 DATE	 4	 / 28/	 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
1.	 Study capabilities of aeolite materials to perform as gas storage/
Impression medium
2_ Determine techniques for implerientation of the refrigeration cycle
3.	 Develop breadboard refrigerator and conduct laboratory evaluation
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
Study prograns in progress for technique develogrient.
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF — Z
-.n^^aaM waanwN+l , ..R^[_^s.4^r+..whW:Ai1L.K-V.:_\YViltiav^ac^cu- •s •^ Jatw^vuYr.a •cwru.^larwaanawn^,n •_.f..n.^aww o^F•. ^.^^x ^ r..
1. TITLEp^ tical Eleme nt F ilter Coati	
_ NO.— 11 /E-3/	 S(^
—	 I IIEP.1E / V G. / TASK.
- -- --
	 - --- -- ---- - -- ---	 DATE _ 4 /22 /. 76
2.OW2-M IVE
T-o_ nhta in intex_farencp__fi_Lx P r and -mu1_ti-1a, p r  Anti r_ef l e ctan.cs`
coat1n4s—which ar p __spati _al1y -an d sue_ctrally uni Qri t o 1% —_
as_r^s^^p^^ s. a 1 _^Leme_^
	
e v_ ral__g m! s . dimension
3.NEED ^',.NALYSIS
a) LEVEL NO'•-N 	 YJILL PE LEVEL LJ UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b; REOUIRLD ADVANCEP;1FNT - SHOULD BE TECfiNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL © FOR OPEiiATIONALSYSTE!1 USE BY
c) RISK IN ACIIIFVING ADVANCEM :NT:
HIGH nX	 MEDIUM	 LOW








e) (ASKS WEEDED: STUDY	 ANAI_YSIS y,
	 RFS^_ARCH n
GIRD -1'_ T	 Alit CRAFT TEST
	 SPACE FLIGI-I -i TEST n
OTHE (Spfx ifY) q ^-	 --T— --	 -	 (Check on:: or nro )
f) R?tT CA ;r CAN DIDATE.^.-lle^ti.S541S
C. . CG';i?L:.:'IL.I:! fA}iY "! E`::i,\IiLO:G'! ADM, 	 R;_OIJ! i 1) FOR
USE Or "iH:, Ti:CIIiiO!_UfiY I^r Qy Q d L^borato-ry_ peectral--measurement
tech I s _anli_ec}-uipment-.---------- --------- -- ---------
5. SPE; Y f L'Cli 1:11_:J;;`i 117V.1Pdt:= iY?ct`J "f FIEOUMEL) i0
ACCO:%?r'i_ISII N ED
—_._._-Im.Rroved--tnat-in-g- technoIQgy_.t_Q- DIAait►_ uniform.co-ating_s




	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 Z
TITLE	 Gravitoneter for Orbital Measurement ofNO^c	 1	 E3	 s
Small-Scale Gravity Anomalies. 	 THEME/W.G./TASK




6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Identifymost pranisinca_approach ^ engineering feasibilit^tudy
(two possible approaches: 	 On-board instrument and Orbital 	 tracking).




8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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1.TITIE	 Remote Scanninq Electron 'licroscope	 NO.	 1-10	 E-37
with Non-Dispersive Detection and Small 	 THEME / W.G. TASK
Particle (t- 1 to 5 micros) Manipulator 	 4	 27 76
---	 -------------	 DATE
2.OBJECTIVE
Develop methods_ for characterizin ^ rain_ sizes and a ickl?Lr tyRe on___
planetary surfaces via scanning electron microscope with non-dispersive
detectors for compositional determination
3.NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW F], WILL BE LEVEL Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
I)) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL [7 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE 19S9i
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH a	 MEDIUM 7	 LOW
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 	 OR
ENHANCING. HIGH x]	 MEDIUM [—]
	
LOW
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY Ox
	 ANALYSIS rx RESEARCH xO






(Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 100K
4 COM P LEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
Optical sensors -, samplestay-off remote su-r7faces
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Flight qualified scanning electron microscope with non dispersive
detectors for chemical analysis. Instrument should be capable of grain-
size analysis, morphological characterization and chemical analysis of
remotely collected samples. Required to characterize planetary surfaces.
Resolution of 50 to 100 Angstroms required.
Particle manipulator_ for material: 1 to 5 micron in size._ Such material
may be found on dusty planetary surfaces. Manipulation should include
sieving, individual particle handling, and ancillory controls.
0,1 [ lot IV .-,r..
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF
	 2
TITLE	 Optical	 Element Filter Coating	 Technology
	 NO	 10-11	 E-3
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE
	
4 /28 / 76
---
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
1.	 Design & Development of Improved Spectral Measurement Equipment.
2.	 Tests of Coated Materiels from Stock
	 (various coating	 techniques).
3.	 Design of
	 Improved Coating Facility and i'^teriels.
4.	 Development of Improved Facility.
5.	 Tests of Samples from Improved Techniques
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (R TOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY '3ZHEDULES
FY











1 1 1 1
FUNDING (106$)
INHOUSE
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
'AGE 1 OF __
1. TITLE Absolute Solar Radiometry	 —	 NO 1 & 11	 E - 3
Calibration Facility	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
---- ----- --------	 ---- DATE 4 / ?61121-
2. OBJECTIVE
To provide a facilit for spectral_ and integrated__
absolute calibration of solar irradiance and earth radiation
budget radiometer ---------------- -------- --- -----
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW ©, WILL BE LEVEL q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REOUIREU ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL [1] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE 13Y Dn iE: 1 9 + 1-
0 RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q 	 MEDIU,A [-Jx	 LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING l•J OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOIN q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS q RESEARCH D ^
GRD TEST E] AIR Cf;AFT TEST l=1	 SPACEI FLIGHT TEST L'J
OTHER (Specify) q -	 —	 —	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T [SASE CA14DIDATe _j id w__1001i _ _4-y!'Z----^-------
4. COMPLt=P,lEfJTARY 1'E('it JOLOGY ADVAi , ICE .,1F:NTS RL-*GLIIR=D FOR
lJ^E OF 'rP115 TEC:IN0LUGY 	 None
5. SPECIFY TECH NJOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
O.ln_absolute calibration is required for thecalibration of
solar constant and earth radiation budget experiments. Lack
AD






SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 O Z
TITLE	
Remote Scanninq Electron P'icroscopewith	 _	 NO.	 10	 E3	 S7
Non-Dispersive Detectors. 	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
-	 - -	 --	 -- -	
DATE	 4 127 / 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
SRRT_develop_m ent of flight qualified
	 instrument _with sui_tabie resolition a
detector of sensitivity suitable for all elements with a.m.u. greater
than Nd.	 Mani pulator for particle	 1	 to 5 micron for study capability.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
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SPACE TECHNO! OGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF 
—'l-
1.TITLE Compositional Analyses of Planetary
	 NO. — 1-]D
	
F -i_ ^4
Surfaces by Renote Sensing of High Energy Particles
	
THEME /W.G /TASK
--	 --	 -- --	 — DATE _j 27 , 76
2. QBJECTIVE
reasibi)jty and development studies of utilizinM_neutroii5,_r=1-octr-ons,
and alpha particles produced on planetary surfaces to accomplish remote
sensing of composition.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW (^, WILL BE LEVEL_ © UNDER EXISTING PLANS
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL © FOH CPERATIONAL SYSTEM L I SE BY DATE:^I






cif CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS ENABLING D OR
ENHANCING: HIGH L7j	 MEDIUM D	 LOW
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS Q RESEARCH
GRD TEST [7 AIR CRAFT TEST L]
	
SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Spec,fy) 7_11	 _	 (Check one or n ore)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 Sensor	 50K
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
— Sensors	
------	 -	 -	 -	 - — -
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
1. Fea sibility and development s tudy of usi	 ctrometry_for
specific c ompos ition studies.
2. Feasibili ty s tudy of using ba_ck_str eami ng electrons for speci fic
com po sitio n studies.
3. Feasibility studyof usinj neutron energy_spectra for determining__
abundance s of hydrog en and other lii ht elements. 	 __	 —_
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 20F Z
TITLE	 ABSOLUTE SOLAR RADIOMETRY 	 NO. 1	 + ll/E-3
CALIBRATION FACILITY	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE
	
4	 / 28/ 75
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Use conical	 absolute radiometer to establish a facility for the absolute
calibration of	 and integrated irradiance to 0.1% accuracy_ based_spectral
on dctecter based vs source based absolute standards.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY






MANPOWER ( M -Y)
INHOUSE
CONTRACT
2 2 2 2
FUNDING (106$)
INHOUSE 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
CONTRACT
f SPACE TEC1-FlUI LOGY f JE :D	 FOR.-/l NO. I
PAGE 1 OF — _Z__ --
1.1- 1 -FLE Narrow Band Spectral —Radio metry_ N o ,R-
 
 11 /E!5/+40_
FHEME / MG. / TASK
Us _i n_^ ELa1 nn_^i]_.ter_ sus hQi ^ l^e^ ._____ ____—_-.
- - ---- ---- - --------- --- - -- DATE__ /2b /_7E
2. 03J'rCM IVL
T^obuin 	dis crim ination required- for m e a s ure-
mtfils of at mospheric cons tituen ts bjr__obta i n in g_ 0.1 cm=1_	 —
r-Ps o 1 _u t`i o.n __and tun a b
3. NECD ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NCR IJ 	 WILL BE LEVEL OZ UNDER EXISTING Pb-,NS.
b)REOIJMI ED ADVAPdCEMFNT - SHOULD BE TEGI itNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL F51FOR OPLI;ATIONAI_ SYSTEM USE !31' [ot(lt, ---
0 RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANC1EIM1-NT:
HIGH n	 M,FDIUN1 D	 LOIN n
(1) CiIITICALI -lY TO THE ACCO,, i,`LISHFdt_N FS: 	 FNA"II_ING (
'J OR
ENHANCING: HIGH U	 DIEDIUM l__I
	
LOW n
e) TAS1:S NEED : D: 	 S -i UD\,, 	 Ai AL YSIS
	 I3[=1'-)-^i1J1CH [X]
C;;D •IEST W	 AIR C;iAF-T TES i n	 SPACE F'LIC!i _ Fi_SF []
O FItCI, ,I;^^It%^	 S.,tli'CI: On:'. Of IllUi ')
. -_ 
t:
:s	 t) I."1 -1 . 3A': C;\IVD!D.4 - i i_	 New -_,^l QOK
-1 !Yf-`lc fY ';'r •^^,,\ i)LOGY ADV!:NI	
— 
M: (_ I !
-D , : Ml,	
..^ --..._
i:ci.lc?•1TS	 . J .•,.
US-Cr= iFi!S Ci i:;li'i rJ!_C:i;Y _1mpr_QV_e 4 nptiSaL_coat ina g_c^n91Q9y
.ri.SPc.ii: Y iE'.,'!? 10 OU'l AD VAN !:=i.1ENT RE: UIi?ED TO
ACCO","''1_IMI;;;_ED
')	 - The- analysis, - des gaT-and br-eadboard_test_ing..-f_a--tunab.lt<..	
-
,. 
LL 1_I I; f
njrr-^w-band_s^ect.ral._filter-_f.^r radiometric sensors. 	 This willt —	 - -- - -- ------- — _I = gof spectral_fi- lte-r to account for doppler s hift_
. ...-..^ ' 
i	 X11 pw_ t_un . i	 _	 _n	
---- --- - ----- - - -------
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 2
TITLE	 Ccmpositional Analyses of Planetary Surfaces
	 NO .	10	 E-3
by Remote Sensing of High Energy Particles
	
THEME / W.G. / TASK
-	 --	 ------	 -------------	 DATE	 P. / 27 / 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMP I-ISH NEED
SR&T program to improve - resolution and sensitivity of available
detection.	 Develoixnent of flight-qualified hardware.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
Alpha spectrometry has already been used to determine abundances
of	 Rn,	 Po, etc.,	 in lunar atmosphere.
8. CURRENT /PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP. OTHER;
--	
_	
--	 -------	 ---------OSS has minor funding
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
F 1'
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF Z
1.TITLE	 In_Situ Meteoroloqical Station for- 	 NO. 1-10	 E3	 (e
Planetary AUnospheres	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
---	 --- —	




Measure Micrometeorology near . Planetary Surface.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW © . WILL BE LEVEL 5q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b' REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL © FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE 85
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM []
	
LOW 0






e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY	 ANALYSIS ^x	 RESEARCH ^x
GRO TEST
	
AIR CRAFT TEST L]
	
SPACE FLIGHT TEST E]
OTHER (Specify) E _—	 _	 (Cheek one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 50K
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Sensor developmenL for in-situ atmospheric
measuranents in hostile environment.
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Standard meteorological instruments are to be modified to operate
on Venus and Mars surface (hostile environments) 	 Wind velocity,
temperature, pressure, rainfall, solar illumination, lightning, thunder,
and rainfall are to be measured
For Venus application, long-term operation at elevated temperatures
and pressures is required.
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED
	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 Z
TITLE	 Narrow Band Spectral Radiometry
	 NO.	 11	 E-3	 0





4 / 28 /76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
1.	 Analysis and Design of Etalon Filter and Radiometer.
2.	 Development of Prototype Single Channel 	 Sensor.
3.	 Laboratory Testing of Prototype Sensor.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	 Differential Correlation Radiometer
Interferometer/Spectrometer
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY










CONTRACT 1.1 .3 .2
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 1 OF Z
1. TITLE  NON-CRYOGIIVIC IR DETECTORS	 NO. 1& 10/E- 3/* ^o Z
THEME / W.G. / TASK
	
--	 DATE 4 /28 ; 76
2. OBJECTIVE
Develop long-wavelength IR detectors operating Abaue LSD°K for use
with themD-electric cooling
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW ©, WILL BE LEVEL F51 UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
W REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL © FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE 1990
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM ® LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q 	 MEDIUM qX	 LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS q RESEARCH
GRID TEST ® AIR CRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST . q
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or mcre)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
5 SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF 3`
TITLE	 In-Situ Meteorological	 Station for Planetary N p	 10	 E3
Atmospheres	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
—	 —	 DATE	 4 / 27 / 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Standard meteorological	 instruments are to be modified and repackaged
to permit long-term operation on Mars and Venus surface. 	 Test in
laboratory environmental chambers.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES, '17TIONS
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
Previous OSS Viking	 studies.
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 1 OF Z
1. TITLE High Resolution Heat Flow Determination 	 NO . 1-10	 E3	 (03
	
on Planetary Surfaces	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4/?7' 76
2. PBJE)CTIVEDevelop technique and detectors to measure temperature profile as a
function of subsurface depth to enable determination of local heat flow.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW ®, WILL BE LEVEL © UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REOUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL fig FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE:
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q 	 MEDIUM qx	 LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS q RESEARCH qx
GRID TEST q AIR CRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Specifv) q 	 (C h ec k one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 50K
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
Penetrometer sensor.
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
1. _Implant temperature sensors to known subsurface depths on planetary
objects and monitor temperature profile over a long period of time.
2. Investigate possible methods of in-situ measurements of heat loss notes
from short term introduction of heat sources.
ISPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF 2—
TITLE	
Non-Cryogenic IR Detector NO.	 -
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE
	
4	 / 28/	 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
1.	 Conduct research to determine most promising materialcz for operation
above 1500 K .
2.	 Fabricate and test representative detectors in laboratory___
3.	 Fabricate, test, and demonstrate_ detectors in operational	 sensors.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
Study contract funded through F.Y. 	 1976 for preliminary materials review.
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 81 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91192193 94 95
TASK ITEM
Materials Study
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF r-
1. TITLE SENSOR SUPPORT ING TDC HNDIk)GY	 NO. 10/E-3/= 6 Al
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4 / 28; 76
2. OBJECTIVE Develop ancillary technology for sensor support
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW © , WILL BE LEVEL R7UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL Q FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY GATE:
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q 	 MEDIUM qR	 LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS q RESEARCH
GRD TEST q AIRCRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
5 SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
1. Sensor cooling (e.g., closed loop,_ longlife, low to yerature
cryostat).
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YSPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF Z





THEME / W.G. / TASK
---	 —	 DATE
	 /
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
1)eveljap_flight_ acceptable heat prohp instrument suitable for—papExrouleter
and _5 ft.	 lander on planetary surfaces.
	 SR&T program of instrument
development —_ _— _---	 —	 --	 —_-----
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
S. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
Previous OSS funding for ALSEP

















S:'AC;: T! C- i- '!	 -F-0-Ft —N) -IJ 0- . 1
PAGF, 1 01: .--'7
1. TI FL'- - Tuneabl e. Acousto-Optic Fi l ter  (TAOF-)-	 NO..--- 10/E_-- 3/"
TI I EM F / W. G. / TASK
f or-Ful 1_Frame Imaginn -Spectrometry-
DATE.- 4 1.? 7 /-- 76 -,
1 2.	 IVE Develop large a _perature, wide spectral coverage T AOF's.
3. N-'iE r) N1 IAIXSU1
;j) L1--.V[-I 11,100	 WiLL	 L!--\/^ 1_ 17] UNDF;i i-xis -rING PLANS).
b) i lki QUMFI) A0V, 1\!,1('LjA!FPj f - SI 101-1 LD 1:E 'I FO iNOLOGY HEADY
AT L! - V F 1. 1-6 ^C1-0:q 0"i-.2AT ION11 .1 - SYS -10J, Usi- I l y Fj0. 0 1985' -
c) H;:4< IN AC'1;1FVH\J1C
1 11611	 1	 r•,l E D 1 1,1:0	 I-MY F]
(1)C1',1T1CAI.I'IY TO ME AC(.X),',AP1 ISH•'J"1 1	 Fr-MBIANG	 of:
1. 1 , 11 JANCiN I"' :	 111MI	 Nil DR11-1	 LMV [_j
7 /o '.I IW .LOM): STUDY x] AN AI YS S I j
G
	 1, F:^;.
D *i'E FT, I	 Al:; 1 3 C1 i.r, i: -r *I- L- s I 	;:,,\c L I L IGI I r 'r I-. S ,r F1
0 111 F I: (Sp-.-6.'Y) 	 (Ch-.:4A ono Or o1c);
I) W'cT DASF.
W--013l;U:D FOR
US !-- 0, ; *1; Hs I:.":!:	 Expanded spectral coverage Qf CCD imagers..
and-image--processing methods.
F 17 ADVA7-.'f-:.'-: IFNIT	 0
Develop a class of TAOF's which don't require narrow angle
polarizing filters (feasibility has been established)..- @y combining
such TAOF's with CCO's and image processing, chemically specific
imaging can be performed (e.g.. SO., 03 and NO 2 can all be uni_q4j@jy..






SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF L
TITLE	 Sensor Supporting Technology
	
_	 NO.	 10	 A4
THEME / W.G. / TASK
—	 DATE
	
4 /	 20 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPL!SH NEED
I-	 Cnnl in9 npvalnpnipntc
2.	 Radiation Effects S tudi es
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF Z
1. TITLE Fiber Optics/Integrated 	 N0,1 10 11 12
	 3
Applications Program	 THEME / W.G. / TA K
DATE 04 /28 , 76
2. O^JECTIYE
Io app 	 fiber optics to data transmissions and pro resting s.rstems
both of a flight and ground nature.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW ©, WILL BE LEVEL q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL © FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE:
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM ® LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH © 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS Xq RESEARCH q .
GRD TEST Xq AIRCRAFT T-ST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE RTOP 506-18-23 FY-78 NOA $250k
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 	 Laser sources being developed by LaRC
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
1. Increase data transfer spegd go 1: 109 biVsec
2. Develop direct optical memory interfacing
3. Develop system capability for performance analysis.
parameters trades and system demonstration
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED
	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF Z
TITLE	 Tun able Acousto-Optic Filter	 TACT_
	N0.	 -
THEME / W.G. / TASK
--	 ---—	 DATE	 4	 / 28/	 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Dpvpinn Wider A,perature —_-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
No n e
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
-Non g
--	 - —	 —-----	 - -	 — --- --
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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	SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF	 2'





— -	 -- ----	 —	 DATE 4 /Z i _J 6
2.OBJECTIVE  Improved photon detectors for IR astronomy
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW 3 1 , WILL BE LEVEL S UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL q FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE: _
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM q LOW Q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH Xq 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS q RESEARCH Q
GRD TEST Q AIRCRAFT TEST
	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
	
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or rnore)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 506 -18-xx, $1 6 5K
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE CF THIS TECHNOLOGY
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
(1) Increased sensitivity under low-background conditions










SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF Z
TITLE	
Fiber Optics Applications Program	 NO. 1,30 11	 173
THEME / W.G. /TASK
— DATE
_-QL/28 / 7
6. RECOMMENDED APPR:IACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
To establish a grogram of identifying specific demonstrations such as
Ssace Shuttle and other_ round uses that will allow the system______
techniques of using fiber optics to mature.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	 The alternative is to not integrate
fiber optics technology into NASA ground and flight programs__
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
_	 RTOP 506 -18=23 Fiber Optics for Data_ Transmissions and Pmcessino
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY











2 3 5 5
FUNDING (106$)
INHOUSE .1 .2 .4 .4
CONTRACT--F-1-—I
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF 2
1.TIT LE Feed Design for Large Antennas	 NO. 09/E3/67
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE
2. OBJECTIVE Optimize Antenna Sensitivity
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW ©, WILL BE LEVEL ® UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL D FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE: 1990
c) RISK iN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM 0 LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH Xq 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS Xq RESEARCH qX
GRD TEST q AIRCRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST,®
OTHER (Specify) 0	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BAaE CANDIDATE	 FY 78 $200K
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE )F THIS TECHNOLOGY
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 2 OF	 2
TITLE	 Photon Detectors for Wavelengths longer than	 NO.	 01/E-3
3
—fi'``t 	 _--	 -	 THEME / W.G. /TASK
--	 ------	 -	 DATE	 4 /28/76 
6. RECOMMk:NDED APPROACH/PROGRAM P-AN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Improved Buiometers operating at temperatures below 1 Ke rn m
	 bg-___
improved from a NEP of -5X10 -1 " 	by_improved fabrication techn-iques
and composition.






	 Array fabrication techniques will be explored.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	 Improved photoconductors may be
developed
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
RTOP has been submitted to Code RE 	 506-16-XX
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77178 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86187 88 89 901 911 92 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
Evaluate PbSnle
Ar:ray	 ---- - - -









INHOUSE 3 3 3 3
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 1 OF 2
1. TITLE Large Aperture Antennas
	 NO. 9/F3/6g
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE AL /gi I& -
2.OBJECTIVE Determine optimum configuration for a very large aperture
antenna on earth or in space.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW Q3, WILL BE LEVEL 3Q  UNDER EXISTING PLA`:i.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL Q FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY pATE:1990




d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR
ENHANCING: HIGH [] 	 MEDIUM 7	 LOW
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY	 ANALYSIS D RESEARCH L^J
GRD TEST ® AIR CRAFT TEST	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) 0	 (Check one or more l
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 FY 78 $2 00K
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY	 NGC, materials, structures. propulsion,
power
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Technolo gy advancement in large light-w ight space structures of high
geometri cal accuracy. Po inting and figure control of such structures,
transportation to orbit, advance technology in low cost mass reproducible
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED PRIORITY ASSESSMENT
	
FORM II











GLOBAL 12ADV.TRANS. NASA R&T
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED PRIORITY ASSESSMENT
	
FORM II
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED PRIORITY ASSESSMENT
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE 	 FORM IV
TITLE	 Microwave Pressure Sensor	 DATE-L—/ZL—/IL
TT NO.	 OR WORKING GROUP NO. 	 E-3
OBJECTIVE
Develop an active microwave remote surface pressure sensor (1 mb accuracy) for
satellite applications
JUSTIFICATION	 No means remote atmospheric pressure now exists. 	 This
information would be very valuable to meterologist in predicting movement
and activity of severe storms and weather front.
TECHNICAL APPROACH/PLAN
Study the proposed active microwave technique for remote pressure sensing.
Analyze errors and develop hardware required for shuttle sortie demonstration
experiments.
SCHEDULE	 FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81182 83184185 86187 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95
TASK
Stud




oef system	 _ _






CONTRACT 3 .5176- .7
PROPOSED LEAD CENTER
	 GSFC
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT
SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE 	 FORM IV
TITLE	 Multi-S p ctral High Resolution MW Radiometer 	 DATE —./e	 /—
TT NO.	 OR WORKING GROUP NO. E-3
OBJECTIVE
Develop multi-frequency scanning antennas and radiometers to cover 1-300 GHz
JUSTIFICATION	 High resolution microwave radiometers can penetrate clouds and
provide images of sea temperature, sea surface wind speeds, water vapor,
precipitation, pollution
TECHNICAL APPROACH/PLAN
1	 Study alternate approaches for shuttle experiments and free flyers
(2) DevelQg-miVQprQges^or	 on rolled low noise radiometer 1-300 GHz
(3) Conduct aircraft_ experiments and develop 	 inversion algorithms
(4) Develop 2-3 M shuttle based antenna systems (1-300 GHz) in phases
5	 Develop free__flyer antenna/radiometer
SCHEDULE	 FY





















RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT
ORIG AD Pj g 13
OF POOR QUALrM
SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE	 FORM IV
TITLE Advanced Microwave Sounding Radiometers 	 DATE —5—/	 /
(Near-Nadir and Limb)
	 TT NO.	 OR WORKING GROUP N0.	 E-3
^^f ffle near all weather, high spatial resolution atmospheric and
pollution sensing from geosynchronous orbit
JUSTIFICATION	 The 118 Gliz 02 line and 183 GHz H2O line will 	 provide critical
temperature and precipitation maps of severe storms under the circus canopy
which limits the 1R sensors.
TECHNICAL AprROACH/PLAN
Millimeter and submillimete_r radiometers must be developed over the
100-1000 GHz frequency range and aircraft experiments flown to develop
the inversion algorithms.
	
Shuttle experiments of selected bands on sortie
mission should follow aircraft missions prior to free flyer mission.
SCHEDULE	 FY














 .4 .6 .7 .7 .8 .8
t8
.8!.8 .8 .8 .8 .8 _
CONTRACT
PROPOSED LEAD CENTER	 GSFC/JPL
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT
SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE	 FORM IV
TITLE Multi-Function Multi-Frequency Multi-Polarization	 DATE — /
Microwave Radar	 TT NO. _	 OR WORKING GROUP NO. E -3
O'1CTIVFbIo com ine in a single sensor multiple mode capability of a radar altimeter
scatterometer and imaging radar
JUSTIFICATION	 The basic imaging radar provides spatial 	 resolution comparable
to LANDSAT images.
	
However, calibration techniques are required so that
accurate power vs time measurements can be made for altimetry arJ scattercnetr,
TECHNICAL APPROACH/PLAN
(1 )Perform study to define sensor application needs_
(2	 ART/SRT critical_ subsystems
(3) Develop techniques for on-board processing to obtain ocean spectra, radar
cross-section, altitude
SCHEDULE	 FY


















RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT
SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE
	 FORM IV
TITLE	 Containment and Protection Requirements of	 DATE __A /22	 /2.Ei.
Remote Sample Return 	
TT NO.	 10	 OR WORKING GROUP NO.	 E3
OBJECTIVE
Specified containment and return of collected material	 to present
degradation of	 scientific information.
JUSTIFICATION Surface samples from planetary bodies will	 be returned to
Earth for study.	 They must to returned in sealed containers arJ protected
from the space and earth environment.
TECHNICAL APPROACH/PLAN
Develop reliable vacuum sealing containers constructed of non-contaminating
materials.	 Sensors for monitoring and control 	 of pressure,	 temperature
and radiation environment during 	 sample return.	 Facilities for receipt and
processing of sample on earth or near-earth environment must be considered.
SCHEDULE	 FY















JSC, J P L, Ames
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT
SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE 	 FORM IV
TITLE	 Ancillary Information for Remote 	 DATE/	 /—
Salnole Return	 10
TT NO.	 OR WORKING GROUP NO. 	 E3
OBJECTIVE
Determine specified characteristics of samples and samples environment prior
to and during	 collection.
JUSTIFICATION	 In support of remote s4-p1° r ,°turn miss i ons, ancillary
information about the sample and its 	 landing	 site is required.
TECHNICAL APPROACH/PLAN
Develop ability to image sample J;:, • ing	 collection,	 Check capability to measure
the	 local meteorology. 	 Perform basic chemical	 analysis of	 landing	 site	 (e.g.
X.R.F.	 on alpha-particle experi%ient)	 and determine petrographic properties
of	 soi 1 .
SCHEnULE	 FY

















RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT
SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE 	 FORM IV
TITLE Scientific Analysis of Remote Sample	 DATE —./ 	 27	 /.—
Return Material	 10	 E3TT NO. 	 OR WORKING GROUP NO. _
OBJECTIVE
Scientific analysis	 in	 individual	 laboratories of remote sample return
utilizing	 state-of-the-art analytical 	 capabilities.
JUSTIFICATION	 The maximum scientific return and in onnation available
on planetary materials can be obtained in laboratories using 	 the state-of-
the-art techniques.
TECHNICAL APPROACHIPLAN
SR&T support for the analysis of extraterrestrial materials must be
initiated.	 Basic geochemical and geoph ysical analyses of returned _.amples.
SCHEDULE	 FY












RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT
SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE 	 FORM IV
TITLE	 Planetary Quarantine Facility in Near-Earth 	 DATE _ A	 /_27_/-7-6.
Environment
	
TT NO. LO— OR WORKING GROUP NO.	 E3
OBJECTIVE
Develop facility for carrying out preliminary examination of returned
remote samples under quarantine constraints.
JUSTIFICATION	 Samples from planetary objects will 	 be returned to earth for
study.	 A facility for their preliminary examination, - under quarantine
control	 -{must be available.
TECHNICAL APPROACH/PLAN
Document criteria for definition of suitability of_sample(safe) return to
earth.	 Develop techniques for sterilization of a
	 limited portion of	 the























RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT
SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE	 FORM IV
TITLE _Planetary Surface Chemical Analyses by Alpha- 	 DATES. /_ 	 28 /—Z6
Particle, Gamma-ray and X-ray
S	 TT NO.	 10	 OR WORKING GROUP NO.	 E3
OBJECTIVE
Develop methods of spectrometric analysis for planetary surface study.
JUSTIFICATION	 Analysis instruments must be available fo- Landers and
return sample missions to planetary surfaces	 in order to measure chemical
composition of the body.
TECHNICAL APPROACH/PLAN
Development of flight-qualified 	 instruments for in-situ chemical	 analysis
of planetary surfaces using	 the techniques of alphaparticle, gamma-ray
and x-ray spectroscopy.	 Develop technique of remote activation analysissis by
means of a thermal	 neutron source.
SCHEDULE	 FY
















JPL, JSC, Ames, GSFC
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT
OF P-4 ^O^ PAGF,QUAL IS17 y
SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE 	 FORM IV
TITLE Improved X-Ray and Gamma-Ray Remote Sensors	 DATES/ 9 7	 /-L&.
Planetary Surfaces	 TT NO. l O	 OR WORKING GROUP NO. E3cf^or
-iTe'%RPImproved x-ray and gamma-ray detectors for remote orbital
measurements of the composition of planetary sur aces.
JUSTIFICATION
	
Orbital	 space probes will visit the planets in the near
future.	 Instruments for remote chemical 	 sensing of	 the surface must be
develc	 j and improved to carry out remote planetary geoscience.
TECHNICAL APPROACH/PLAN
Develop greater spectral	 resolution of x-ray and gamma-ray detectors.
Develop technology for greater surface spatial resolution.	 Understan
calibration and interferences.
Determine long term irradiation effects on detectors.
SCHEDULE	 FY













RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT
SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE 	 FORM IV
TITLE	 Mass Spectrometric Methods of Surface 	 DATE
Composi tional Analysis 	
—	
TT NO. -- 10 	 WORKING GROUP NO. 	 E-J
Devvelop 1\improved mass spectrometer methods of analysis which are applicable
for planetary surface materials.
,JUSTIFICATION	 Spdcecraft will	 soft land on planetary bodies	 in the future.
Analysis equipment to support - planetary geoscience studies is required.
TECHNICAL APPROACH/PLAN
Develop improved flight qualified mass spectrometers with high sensitivity,
high resolution for 1	 to 200 amu	 range.	 Develop required ionization sources
for analysis of solid samples.	 Upgrade GC-MS and develop other methods of
analysis involving	 interfacing with mass spect.
SCHEDULE	 FY


















RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT
SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE 	 FORM IV
TITLE
	 High Resolution Heat Flow Determination on 	 DATE -4/27	 /-ZL
Planetary Surfaces
	 TT NO.	 10	 OR WORKING GROUP NO.	 3E
OBJECTIVE
Develop technique and detectors to measure temperature profile as a function
of subsurface depth to enable determination of	 local	 heat flow.
JUSTIFICATION	 Lander and penetrometer missions to planetary objects
require the measurement of the objects heat flow.
TECHNICAL APPROACH/PLAN
Develop technology of temperature sensors to monitor temperature profiles
on a planetary body.	 Develop methods for em p>ace;ent oTsensors aT 	 —
depths of 1-to 5 meters on solar system objects.
SC HEDULE	 FY














RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT
SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE 	 FORM IV
TITLE	 fTnnsj_tinnal Analysis of Small Solid Particles	 DATE-./ _?$_/_7..6




Ueve op capability to determine chemical 	 composition of small	 solid particles
in space,	 especially	 those with high encounter velocities.
JUSTIFICATION	 One of most important measurements to be made on a comet fly-by
or rendezvous	 is chemical	 analysis of solid dust and 	 ice particles.	 No
technical means now exists for this measurement.
TECHNICAL APPROACH/PLAN
1.	 Develo^i.-trumentation to determine relative abundances of major chemical
elements in dust and ice particles of, 1-1,000 microns encountered at
velocities up to, 20 Ian/sec.
2.	 Support instrumentation development to better measure composition o
cosmic dust particles (meteoroids) which enter Earth's atmosphere.
SCHEDULE	 FY
















RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT
SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE	 FORM IV
TITLE R em ote	 ec ron mcroMpe	 DATE—/ `	 /-Analysis Detector and Particle ( 	 1	 to 5 micron)
Manipulator TT NO.	 10 	 OR WORKING GROUP N0.	 3E
OWMThVfor characterizing grain sizes and compositions of planetary
surfaces.
JUSTIFICATION
Landers will	 perform analysis on planetary objects and data on grain
sizes and compositions are require-T—.
TECHNICAL APPROACH/PLAN
Develop flight qualified Scanning electron microscope with non-dispersive
analyzer.	 Instrument must have ancillary equipment for particule manipulatio
(size	 1	 to 5 microns)	 and control.
SCHEDULE	 FY















RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT
OOr^^^ pAC;F L^
SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE	 FORM IV
TITLE Life Detection Sensors 	 DATE.—/	 L	 /—
TT N0.	 10	 OR WORKING GROUP NO. 	 E3
OBJECTIVE
Develop methods for detecting 	 life via remote analysis.
JUSTIFICATION
Future exploration of the solar system requires that we have methods of
analysis for detection of	 life available for those planetary bodies which




qualified	 instruments for life detection 	 (auto-4nicroscope,
culture capability,	 immunological	 testing), upgrading GC-MS, 	 development
of Unified Biology experiment, and water detectcrs.
SCHEDULE	 FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 91 93 94 95
TASK
1.	 Life Detection Ex t.
a. Microscope -
b.	 Culture abilit _
c.
	


















SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE 	 FORM IV
TITLE
	
In-situ Metoerological	 Station for Planetary	 DATE R/ 27	/16..
Ahnospheres	 10	 3E
_	 TT NO. 	 OR WORKING GROUP N0.
OBJECTIVE
Measure micrometeorology on planetary surfaces 	 in support of	 in-situ	 studies
by landers,	 probes and returned sample.
JUSTIFICATION	 For characterization of 	 the physical	 environment in which





 Viking meteological	 station for operation on other planets,
satellites and bodies.
SCHEDULE	 FY













RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT
SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE	 FORM IV
TITLE	 Surface Analysis by In-Situ Reflective and 	 DATE-4--/	 9 ^ 	 fib
Emissive Spectroscopy	 3ETT NO.	 10	 OR WORKING GROUP NO.
OBJECTIVE
Analyze optically surfaces of planetary objects for	 their mineralogy and_geol
at high spatial	 Resolution.
JUSTIFICATION	 Improvements in spatial	 resolution require	 cr
infrared	 imaging	 systems and cameras for operation on planetary surfaces.
TECHNICAL APPROACH/PLAN
Development of zoom lens with filters which permit measurements in the




	 76	 ?? X78	 79 80
	
















RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIV:: STATEMENT
QU,atlTY,
